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E-mail fraud alleged in USG elections
□ USG chief-of-staff
Cynthia Kent has filed a
police report alleging
that someone has tampered with her BG Net
e-mail account.
By JOE BOYLE
The BG News

A former candidate for Undergraduate Student Government
president stands in the eye of the
storm as the USG chief-of-staff
has alleged her identity was sto-

len on the Internet.
Cynthia Kent, a senior journalism major and USG's chief-ofstaff, filed a report Tuesday
evening with University police
that someone had logged on to
her BG Net e-mail account without her permission.
The police report, which has
been put on hold while Kent
seeks more information, does not
name a suspect. However, Kent
confirmed that this report is directly related to a mysterious
message received by former
USG presidential candidate Jason E. Wolfe.
Wolfe sent a 12-page letter to

■ Keeping passwords confidential
is the best way for students to
protect their own e-mail. Story,
page three.

administrators March 21 calling
for the removal of current USG
President Tara Gore, Vice President Nathan Green and Senator
Nick Kadel - all members of
USG's Elections and Opinions
Board. Wolfe also called for a
new election, claiming there was
a conspiracy actively working
against his campaign within
USG.
His proof of wrongdoing

"Another scandal. Throw it in
the ring."
)ason E. Wolfe
USG senator

throughout the affair hinged on
an e-mail message which appeared to have been sent from
Kent's e-mail account. The message, which Wolfe forwarded to a
BG News reporter, bore Kent's email address and claimed Kadel
was guilty of spreading rumors

about Wolfe. The letter also
claimed Gore stole a computer
disk of Wolfe's. The message
ended by saying Kent would not
acknowledge sending the message.
"[Tara's] friendship means
more to me than any USG stuff

Femmes
bring rock
back to
BG campus
□ Several campus organizations persevere
through roadblocks to
bring a 'major' show
back to Bowling Green
for first time in years.
By BRANDON WRAY
The BG News

Bringing the music back to the
wind-swept tundra of Bowling
Green was a challenge that University President Sidney Ribeau
issued last fall and a group of
campus organizations responded.

photo provided
Members of the Violent Femmes, (l-r) Brian Ritchie, Gordon Gano and Guy Hoffman perform Friday
night at Anderson Arena after an opening act by State of Green set to start at 8 p.m. Over 1,000 tickets
are still on sale and are available in the Taft Room at the University Union Thursday and Friday from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

IRS increases
tax help lines
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Internal
Revenue Service is extending its
tax help telephone lines this
weekend to accommodate puzzled taxpayers on the final four
days before taxes are due.
The IRS toll-free tax help lines
will be open from 7:30 a.m.
through 10 p.m. local time Saturday through Tuesday, April 15,
the deadline for filing taxes.
The IRS has increased the
number of people answering
telephones, resulting in about 52
percent of all callers getting
through in the first two months
of this year, compared with 21

percent the year earlier, according to the General Accounting
Office. The improvement is partly due to an extra 1,000 staffers
assigned to handle telephone
calls, as well as a sharp drop In
the number of telephone calls.
The IRS cut back on routine notices to taxpayers, which reduces
the need for people to call the
agency.
Taxpayers can get forms from
the IRS' Internet site or by using
the agency's Tax Fax line, which
sends tax forms via fax machine.
The toll-free telephone number
is 1-800-829-1040, the web site is
hltp^/www.Irs.ustreas.gov and
the Tax Fax line Is 703-487-4160.

Undergraduate Student
Government, WFAL radio. University Activities Organization
and the University Ambassadors
collaborated to organize a major
on campus concert. After months
of hard work they were able to
sign the Violent Femmes.
The Femmes perform Friday
night at Anderson Arena with
State of Green opening the show
at 8 p.m. Over 1,000 tickets are
still available (see graphic at

Catch

Taking advantage of a sunny day,
John Rich, 5, plays catch on the
grass beside the University baseball field Wednesday.
BG Nowi Ph«< by Hid.Id Kotxyukl

right).
Mathwon Howard, assistant director of alumni affairs and adviser to University Ambassadors, said this was a very
unique collaboration, and the
combined work was what enabled them to plan the concert.
Susan Daniel, general manager
of WFAL, said the process started when Ribeau mentioned in
passing that one of the goals in
his "Building Community" plan
was to get a major musical act to
play on campus. This also tied in
with the plan of getting students
to stay on campus more on the
weekends.
University Ambassador Michelle Schlelbaum said one of the
first steps was to find out what
bands were on tour at this time
and if any of them would be willing to add a tour date in Bowling
Green.
"Once we got a preliminary list
of who would possibly be able to
add a date, the poll In The BG
News came out," Schleibaum
said."Rusted Root won the poll,
• See FEMMES, page six.

so dont count on me to admit
anything like this letter ever,"
the note said.
However, according to an email message sent by the investigating officer, Shawn Miller, police believe the message
was not sent by Kent. In addition,
computer services personnel
said Kent was not logged into the
server the day Wolfe claimed the
message was sent.
Dustin Ramsey, coordinator of
University Computer Services,
said Kent neither sent nor
received any e-mail that day, and
• See FRAUD, page three.
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VIOLENT
FEMMES

CONCERT
Friday, 8 p.m.
Anderson Arena
Opening Act:
State of Green

TICKETS
Thursday & Friday
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8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
Taft Room
(3rd floor of the
University Union)

Students (maximum
two, University ID required)
$8, $12, $15
General Admission
$11, $15, $19
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The world spreads Us legs for
another star
-Marilyn Manson
The other day someone who I've
come to have a pretty high amount
of respect for said something to me
that I wasn't able to get out of my
mind.
1 can't remember exactly what
we were talking about, but during
the course of our conversation he
said something to the effect of "I
think you're the kind of person
who likes to be different."
The statement didn't offend me
in the least bit. but after we had
parted ways I began to ask myself
■Self, do I like to be different?"
I know for a fact that I've had an
upbringing noticeably different (for
worst and for better) than most
people have had. and that I've
reacted differently than what Is
usually expected of people who
experience the "style" of events my
life has dealt to me over the
years...but was this because I've
always subconsciously strived to
be different?
Sometimes I would spend close
to an hour rolling the Issue around
in my head. "Has my whole life and
(as a result) personal Identity been
formed around the principal of
nonconformity? Am I really nothing more than a two-bit punk
who's done the exact opposite of
everyone else Just to be different?"
It was a theory that never sat
quite right with me. but at the
same time. I couldn't find any
other particular reason explaining
why I've turned out the way I did.
Sure. I've always been my own role

me to live my life in the style I
know that there arc a lot of
have, and why I gravitated towards shows out there that little kids
(and sometimes even adolesthe things I did.
Now I knew one more part of the cents) shouldn't be watching.
answer.
It's not that the shows In
question are "good" or "bad."
"Thanks for being so cool.
mind you: it's Just that the
Fonzle." I said as I began on my
way once again, feeling that much
content of some shows ("Beavts
more enlightened about myself,
and Butt-head" is the first one
that comes to mind) wasn't
and as a result, that much more
meant to be viewed by certain
full.
Even a revelation as Joyous as
audiences, such as small
this lead me to a certain amount of children who aren't Jaded
enough to realize the difference
heartbreak, though.
between seriousness and
In today's American society,
sarcasm (yet).
children, adolescents and someIn the meantime, however,
times even babies spend more time
children all over the nation
In front of the television than they
continue to watch shows they
do with their parents. I'm not
saying that this is always a bad
were never meant to, and we
thing, because I'm sure that there
read about the results of this
are some kids out there who will
trend In the newspaper everyhave a better chance of growing up day ("Student kills peer over
to be a good person by silting in
dispute." Twelve-year-old dies
front of the TV all day rather than
during childbirth," etc.).
spending time with their parents.
I usually laugh to myself
Unfortunately, however, situawhen I hear Marilyn Manson
tions like this are the exception,
sing the lyric "I'm so American
not the rule.
I'd sell you suicide."
Nowadays more people watch
I don't laugh because I
consider the lyric "cheesy," nor
shows like "Baywatch" (read:
do I laugh because I think he's
"Boobwatch") and "Melrose Place"
than the local and world news.
Joking (I've met the guy a few
Nowadays television portrays
times, and I can assure you he's
sex as cool, violence as acceptable,
not Joking).
and murder as nothing short of
I laugh because, whether the
passe.
public at large has realized It or
Nowadays the good guys kill the not. someone else has beat Mr.
bad guys rather than trying to
Manson to it.
show them the errors of their
ways.
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thursday columnist for The News who
Television is now a practically
unremovable piece of most people's doesn't strive to be different. He
lifestyles, and I realize this, but the Just is. As always, stuff can be
idea of merely setting a kid down
sent to aaronw@bgnet.bgsu.edu
in front of a television and not
or 210 West Halt This column is
monitoring what they're watching
dedicated to Wednesday columshould be deemed nothing short of nist Natalie Miller, who indirectly
criminal.
inspired this column. You rule,
I'm sure most of you out there
"AnimaL"

"'NO
FONZIE!
DONT GO!
DON'T
LEAVE ME
LIKE THE
WAY YOU
DID IN
1984!' I
screamed,
tears rolling
down my
face."
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Art Staff

model, but who, or what,
molded me into the person I
decided I wanted to be?
I was at a loss for an answer
and was ready to give up my
search for the truth of the
matter when I caught a reflection In the window of the BA
building. Normally reflections
don't catch my attention but
the reflection I saw across from
me wasn't my own.
I quickly snapped my head to
the side, can of Dr. Pepper still
in hand, to get a better look at
who (or what) It was I saw in the
large pane of glass.
Much to my shock, amazement, and awe. I was staring
directly into the image of Arthur
Fonzarelll...the man known to
most mortals as simply "The
Fonz." Before I could force my
limp Jaw to utter even a syllable,
he spoke:
"Don't sweat it kid: you
turned out all right. Ayyyyy." He
said as he gave me his trademark "thumbs up" sign and
slowly began to fade away.
"NO FONZIE! DONT GO!
DONT LEAVE ME LIKE THE
WAY YOU DID IN 1984!" I
screamed, tears rolling down my
face.
Moments later I found myself
once again faced with my own
grotesquely honest reflection,
and although I usually instinctively look away from my own
reflection (I have a high distaste
for both mirrors and cameras). I
couldn't help but notice something 1 never noticed before.
There 1 was. wearing my
black Jean Jacket and black hat.
with my long hair and nonalcoholic beverage in hand. Only
moments ago I was trying to
figure out what Initially spurred
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Letters to the Editor
If you would like to submit a Letter to the
Editor, please follow these guidelines:
• Make wre the letter is 500 words or less.
Please include your addrtss. major.acadeanic runs and paone number (phone
numbers are strictly for verification and
not tor pubHcatioa).
• Letters must be typed, not handwritten.
Letter* brought In saved on. Macintoshcompatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall,
or e-mail us at bgnews9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Be prepared to show valid Identfficatfaa.
• Space limitations may prevent The BG
News from printing all letters received.
The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and aD letters.
Copyright C 1997. The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without the permission of The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.
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GUEST COLUMNIST

Living through the fear and doubt
You do something. You do it
well. You do it again. You do It not
so well. Oh. the shame!
Okay...a little heavy on the
sarcasm...but one can't deny that
when you don't live up to what Is
expected of you there is a measure
of loss of face. You are a little less
magnificent, a little fallen from
grace, a little less the spectacular
achievement of a man you thought
you were. Or tried to make others
think you were.
We are frightened—In ways that
make no sense. More than anything else, to some of us, it matters
that we are remembered, but we
have a great fear that we will not
be remembered for the 'Important
things."
We fear that we are "wasting
time, wasting our lives" but close
our mouths against the things we
should be saying, the things we
want to say. We don't do things, we
don't try other things, because we
are frightened to fall.
There Is no poetry in the empty
notebook I used to carry. I never
aspired to poetic greatness (poets
being a dime a dozen. If that)
but. It helped me to Just create.
My sketchbook Is eerily empty
lately, and my easel stands quietly
In the corner. My acting teacher
told me that I was technically
fine, but my characters needed to
be less analytical, more lifelike.
I am frustrated with myself. In
the sudden barrenness of the
"creative part" of me. I want to
know what went wrong, and why I
don't want to write another word.

move another brush, speak one
more line.
It occurs to me. The art I
have produced in the recent
past has been highly commended, by peers and teachers.
My column has brought me
campus recognition (!) and
praise. And finally. I am In a
steady (so far) run of theatre
productions.
And I still feel like getting out
of bed in the morning Is far too
much effort. Effort not nearly
worth the prize except the days
on which I dance. On those I
feel fine: colncidentally. I still
flounder my way stupidly
through the basic class.
I don't have any explanation
for this except, perhaps, that I
am afraid of not living up to the
standards I have established. I
am afraid that I am not really
how I have portrayed myself. I
am afraid that this time I pick
up the chalk or the brush,
nothing resembling art will be
left on the page; I am afraid that
when I speak, the auditorium
will remain empty and my
dreams Just pipe dreams.
It is not only this. In personal
relationships I am afraid to let
people get too close, out of the
fear that they will have thought
I was something I was not—
something better, something
more worthy, something
smarter or wittier or funnier or
classier ... someone who Is a
better person than 1 think I
am, and If they know me. they

will see the truth.
Do you see yourself In this? Do
you know what this Is? Have you
ever heard those things you are
not supposed to hear at night,
mistakenly read a letter that
wasn't yours, heard a private
conversation, walked In on your
parent or friend or roommate and
found them sobbing to themselves?
It Is that thing In our heart that
makes us doubt. Wherever it
comes from, it is that thing that
makes us believe we are not
worthy of what they tell us we are.
It Is what makes us doubt ourselves, our continued abilities. It is
why It hits us. most of us. In a
nauseous wave of fear and doubt
and self-examination...and for
others. Is a way of life.
It leaves, soon, for me. I have a
normal life. Usually, as people
know. I'm pretty sure I can do
damn near anything. "Doubt" Is
not an option. I can work full time
and go to school. I can be anything
I want. I can do anything I strive to
do. I do not question whether I am
"good enough, smart enough" or
whether "people like me."
This doubt strikes me as being a
normal human emotion. People
feel fear from time to time; people
dislike or doubt themselves every
so often.
But what of the ones who . .
chronically believe they are. not
good enough, smart enough, the
wbfks?
They continue to fear. They fear,
and they stagnate, afraid to try

again at things they have
successfully done, paralyzed by
fear. And they keep people an
arm's length away close
enough to see them, but not
truly trust—or love—them.
It Is a degradation. It eats
what Is the foundation of
humanity: an inherent respect
for one's self, one's character,
one's Innate capacities. It
removes the capacity for what,
to me. Is one of the meanings of
life: connection and Interaction
with others, on the closest, most
trusting levels. Each human
being connects with another by
seeing both the good in themselves and each other.
One Is not remembered in the
history books for who they are,
but for what they do.
But history books are relative, chronicling events, not
personalities. In a more Important sense, people are remembered by the other people they
have touched, the lives they
have affected. To touch the life
of another, we must "know
lourselvesl" (the great advice of
Socrates). And this means
working through our self-pity,
climbing out of bed, and remembering to live—as you are,
and strive to be, rather than In
fear of what you are not.
' Jamie Pfeiffer is a guest
columnist for The News. She can
be reached atJamtepJQbgnet.
bgsu.edu or 210 West HalL

"We are
frightened—
in ways that
make no
sense. More
than anything
else, to some
ofus.it matters that we
are
renxmberecLbut
we have a
great fear that
we will not
be remembered for the
'important
things."'
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Setti Wineland, left, Chad Deveaux, center, and Anne Cahalan deliberate a question during the University's academic quiz bowl
team's annual competition Wednesday night. The team competed

against the University faculty in an exhibition game. The students
defeated the faculty two games to one.

Dust in Ramsey, coordinator of
University Computer Services,
said making a counterfeit e-mail
message is not a difficult task.
"Faking e-mail is easier than
people think," Ramsey said.
Computer services keeps logs
of all outgoing and incoming
messages, Ramsey said. The records include where and when a
person uses a computer.
If computer services personnel
can see an e-mail message, they
can determine the origin of the

document.
"Once we see the message we
can get a message ID and find
out who sent it and what machine
it came from," he said.
Barbara Waddell, University
Police public information officer,
said computer crimes are becoming more prevalent as computer
usage skyrockets on campus.
"We've had people come to us
who say someone was using their
account," Waddell said.
Her best advice to e-mail users

Wolfe's claim that the message
was sent by Kent is invalid.
"She wasn't logged in at all
Saturday," Ramsey said. "It
would appear this is hoax e-mail
and computer services is very
actively hunting down people
who do that."

came from Cynthia," he said. "I
have no reason to believe it
wasn't from her."
Kent vehemently denied sending the message, and said she has
contacted several administrators
about the incident. If a student is
found guilty of stealing.her identity, Kent said sanctions by the
University will be considered.

Although no one has accused
him of drafting the letter, Wolfe
"wholeheartedly" denied he was
the author of the message, and
said he was unaware one could
fake an e-mail message.
"I'm no computer expert, but it

"I talked to [Dean of Students]
Gregg DeCrane, and he said that
is one of my possibilities," Kent
said. "I'm checking with my USG
adviser as well."
Ed Whipple, Vice President for
Student Affairs, said he was un-

Waddell said the normal
procedure in a case like this is
for the responding officer to
work with the computer services
staff in tracking down the
offender.
"At some point the Office of
"We work with Computer SerStudent Life would become in- vices to find out what path they
volved. This is very serious. Any need to take," Waddell said.
type of misuse of another per- "With all the computers on camson's ID is a serious violation," pus there will be instances of
Whipple said.
wrongdoing."
Wolfe was fascinated with the
Barbara Waddell, University
Police public information officer, technology involved in hoax esaid she was unaware of the cir- mail, and said the incident is
cumstances of the case, but said more of the same.
"Another scandal. Throw it in
these cases are not dealt with
the ring," he said.
lightly.

While many believe their email accounts are impenetrable,
University experts caution students not to become victims of
carjacking on the information
superhighway.

is to keep passwords complex
and completely secret.
"Always make sure you sign
off so people can't use your account," she said. "Don't make
your password something
simple."
Vice President for Student Affairs Ed Whipple said when one
person uses another's e-mail, the
offender has committed a serious
breach of University policy.
"It's theft of identification," he
said. "This is very serious."

FRAUD
Continued from page one.
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Fiction Reading takes place at Jerome Library

Students warned of e-mail fraud
The BC News

Snow

Around Bowling Green

USG SCANDAL
□ University officials
caution students to be
aware of computer
crimes.

Flumes

Via Associated Press GraphicsNet

aware of the complaint, but
stressed that if a student was
found to have falsified an e-mail
message, they would be dealt
with severely by his department.

Dr. Larry Smith, head of the Creative Writing Department at
Firelands College, will be reading at S p.m. in the Palllster Conference Room in Jerome Library. Smith will be talking about
small publishing and reading his own short stories and fiction.
Smith is the editor and founder of the Bottom Dog Press, a literary journal.

Humane Society holds benefit concert tonight
A benefit concert for the Humane Society will take place tonight at the Easystreet Cafe on South Main. The benefit show
will feature five local music acts from the Toledo/Bowling
Green area. The show will kick off at 9:00 p.m. with the Hansons,
followed by State of Green (10:00 p.m.). Ten Forward (11:00
p.m.), End Over AJa (12:00 a.m.) and The Crabgrass Boys
(1:00a.m.). The music will be mostly original (possibly a few
covers) in the style of alternative rock. In between each act they
will be giving away door prizes, with a grand prize to end the
night. The show is those 19 and over, and only costs $4 at the
door. Easystreet Cafe is donating the stage. All proceeds will be
going to the Humane Society.

Around the State
Williams County 911 director fired
BRYAN - Employees want to know why the director of the
Williams County's 911 emergency system has been fired.
But county commissioners aren't commenting.
Christine Dietsch, head of the Williams County Central Communication Agency, was fired last week. The agency operates
the county's 911 system.
"We can't talk about it," Commissioner Barb Fisher told employees Tuesday at a meeting. "The whole story will come out
later and you will understand why we can't say anything now."
Some of the people in the department have been asking the
commissioners why Ms. Dietsch was fired.

STATE ■

Ducks' deaths Findlay may host community college
result in arrest
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

CUYAHOGA HEIGHTS.
Ohio - Several witnesses
saw a mallard duck and
three of her brood run down
by a teen who has sued
police over his arrest, authorities said Wednesday.
Chris Nolan, the attorney
for the city, and officer
Richard M. Garinger said a
second officer and several
civilians can vouch for the
reason Garinger arrested
Timothy Hendricks, 17,

July 8.
Nolan said it wasnt clear
whether Hendricks meant
to run down the ducks or
whether it was accidental.
Eyewitnesses saw his car
slow at a traffic signal,
pause when the light
changed and then moved
ahead.
"I don't know whether it
was deliberate," Nolan said.
"I'd hate to think it was deliberate."
He was charged with
cruelty to animals.

FINDLAY, Ohio - The city
could get its own locally controlled community college under
a proposal being put together by
commissioners from two northwest Ohio counties.
Owens Community College
already operates a Findlay cam-

Hancock County Commissioner Stephen Oman said it
would be "a major plus for the
community if we can do it."
Oman said he will discuss the
idea with Elaine Hairston,
chancellor of the Ohio Board of
Regents, which would have to
approve it.
In 1994, the same proposal

from the two counties' commissioners went no further than the
chancellor, said Kenneth Zirkle,
president of the University of
Findlay.

"They were asked to wait a
couple years" and see how relations with Owens were going,
Zirkle said.

Coincidence occurs in car bombing
The Associated Press

TOLEDO, Ohio - It was an
eerie coincidence, police say.
On Tuesday, Linda Lister, a financial consultant, left her suburban office building to go

Now Accepting Applications
T
T
T
T
▼
▼

pus. Under the plan supported by
commissioners from Hancock
and Putnam counties, the campus
would become a locally established community college.
Commissioners from those
counties have agreed to set up a
community college district - the
first step toward establishing a
community college.

Fall 1997 BG News Editor
Summer 1997 BG News Editor
1997-98 Gavel Editor
1997-98 KEY Yearbook Editor
1997-98 Miscellany Editor
1997-98 Obsidian Editor

Application forms ma> he picked up at 204 Wesl Hull
Deadline is Thursday, April 17. 5:00 pin

home at the end of a busy day. A Wheeler, also was a financial
moment after she got into her consultant and was leaving work
car, a bomb exploded inside, when the explosion occurred.
critically injuring her.
She died nine days later. Her
The explosion occurred exact- husband, Robert, later pleaded
ly one year after another car guilty to planting the bomb.
Authorities say the two bombbombing. The victim, Rhonda

ings are probably not connected
But the similarities are strange,
Robert Hausken, an agent for the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, said Wednesday.
Mrs. Lister is 36; Mrs. Wheeler
was 30.

WELCOME DACK FROM SPRING BREAK!
Begin Spring With A Fresh Start!

A NEW HOME!
222
320
709
801

-228 South College
• 309 High
Elm
• 824 Sixth
Fifth
• 843 Sixth
- 803 Fifth
• 1024 East Wooster
• Above Downtown Businesses

• Brochure of Professional & Graduation Students Available
• Revised Undergrad Orochure with Spring Discounts

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main (Our Onh Office)
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Photos reveal ocean CIA admits to errors
may exist on Europa in Gulf War bombing
The Associated Press
The Associated Press
PASADENA, Calif. - The Galileo spacecraft has captured
Images of iceberg-like structures and sheer white patches
on Jupiter's moon Europa, providing the strongest evidence
yet that an ocean - and perhaps life -- lie beneath its frozen surface.
Liquid water is an essential
Ingredient for life. So the pictures taken by the unmanned
Galileo spacecraft during a
Feb. 20 flyby have scientists
more eager than ever to delve
beneath the moon's icy shell.
"It looks as though we found
the smoking gun that points at
this sub-surface ocean," proclaimed Michael Carr, a geologist with the U.S. Geological
Survey in Menlo Park.
The pictures are the most detailed images Galileo has ever
made of Europa.
"These are really mindblowing pictures," said Richard Terrile, an astronomer at
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. "How often is an ocean
discovered? ... There Is very
strong evidence that there is an
ocean here."
The pictures oi icy chunks
scattered like pottery shards
provide "the clearest evidence
to date there is liquid water
and melting close to the surface of Europa," said Torrence
Johnson, the Galileo project
scientist at JPL. But, Johnson
cautioned, "we have no evidence directly bearing on life."
Can- said the icy blocks, each
about 2 to 4 miles across and
resembling Arctic icebergs,
appeared to have drifted apart.
"You can push them back
together to reconstruct the orlginal pattern," he said.
Their movement adds weight
to scientists' notion that a
warm watery or slushy layer
underlies a frozen crust that

Associated Press ptactfo

With a painting of Jupiter and the Galileo spacecraft as a backdrop, Galileo project scientists talk about recent discoveries on
the surface of Jupiter's moon, Europa, at a news conference at Jet
Propulsion lab Wednesday.

might be, oceanographer John
Delaney of the University of
Washington said that depends
In the 20-mlle-by-25-mile on how much salt and other
Europa snapshot, the ice prob- chemicals might be dissolved
ably is slightly more than a in it. Salt lowers liquids' freezmile thick, said Paul Geissler, a ing temperature.
University of Arizona planeDelaney said the water on
tary scientist.
The ice surface is also rela- Europa probably is rich in salt
tively young, at about 1 million and other dissolved chemicals
years, said Clark Chapman, a from millennia of interaction
planetary scientist with the with rocks and was spiked by
Southwest Research Institute Incoming comets with the organic molecules necessary for
in Boulder, Colo.
Asked how warm the ocean life.
could be anywhere from one to
60 mUes thick.
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CHARITY KICK-OFF
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Kick a soccer ball into the goal to be entered
into a raffle and win lots of prizes.

[
r

April 14, 1997 1-3 p.m.
Outside between Student Services and Kriescher.
$1.00 donation to participate.
All proceeds go to charity.
Any questions call 2-7164.
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NOT JUST RAOUTORSt
We Are Now
CERTIFIED for A/C
REPAIR I RECHARGE

•Heater Installation
-Heater Cores
-Water Pumps
-Gas Tanks
• General Auto Repair
Sales, Installations
and Repair

C

m 352-5133 M

[
>v

520 S. MAPLE
BOWLING GREEN
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Calling All
Student Filmakers

WASHINGTON - The CIA
conceded Wednesday It did a
poor Job handling reports that
could have warned U.S. troops
against blowing up an Iraqi
weapons storage site after the
Persian Gulf War. The site was
later found to have contained
chemical weapons.
"Intelligence support before,
during and after the war should
have been better," Robert Walpole told reporters at a rare news
conference held at the Central
Intelligence Agency. He is the
CIA's top official on Gulf War illness problems.
"If you're looking for an apology that we should have given
this information out sooner, I'll
give that apology," Walpole said.
"We should have gotten it out
sooner."
Some Gulf War veterans insist
their medical ailments may be
tied to exposure to poisons, possibly sarin gas, at the Khamisiyah site.
Walpole acknowledged the
agency was reluctant to share
some of its most sensitive information with other top government officials; had "problems
with multiple databases" that
contained multiple names for a
single site; and conducted "incomplete searches of files" that
did not go deeply enough into the

agency's records when analysts Gulf War veterans find answers
attempted to prepare lists of to their problems. Nora Slatkin of
known or suspected chemical the CIA previously testified the
agency had declassified and
weapons sites.
Walpole said task forces have released all documents pertainbeen set up to deal with the var- ing to possible exposure of U.S.
forces at Khamisiyah
ious problems.
Walpole also released informaBut he insisted that the agency's new Information "does not tion indicating the CIA has not
contradict previous intelligence been completely clear about
warnings" before and after the what it knew when.
One of the dozens of recently
war that Iraq was likely to have
had chemical weapons; that the declassified documents given to
weapons might not be marked; reporters showed the CIA was
and that Iraq did not use chemi- given Information on Feb. 23,
1991, by a U.S. ambassador in the
cal weapons during the war.
Critics of the agency's intel- region. The ambassador's report,
ligence reports during the war passed on by a CIA operative, inargue that they came much too cluded the specific map coordilate to help the soldiers who des- nates of the weapons dump, and
troyed the Khamisiyah site on said "the location is described as
March 4 and 10, and possibly a chemical weapons facility."
March 12, 1991. The agency's
While the report did not spewarning, made public Wednes- cify the name Khamisiyah, Walday, was sent on March 6, 1991, pole himself said a simple check
to intelligence officials at the with a map that could be purCentral Command headquarters chased openly placed the coordiin the Gulf.
nates near Khamisiyah.
The agency's admissions come
However, up until one month
as acting Director George Tenet ago, agency officials had insisted
prepares for confirmation hear- that "press reports suggesting
ings next week before the Senate that CIA provided DOD (Defense
Intelligence Committee.
Department) with intelligence
Last month. Tenet released a identifying Khamisiyah in Festatement saying the agency had brurary 1991 as a suspect CW
already performed a "vigorous [chemical weapons] storage area
search of all documents" relating are inaccurate. CIA did not idento Gulf War Illness issues and tify Khamisiyah as a possible CW
was supporting other govern- facility until 1995, and it was conment agencies attempting to help firmed in 1996."

River communities fight
to decrease floodwaters
The Associated Press
HARWOOD, N.D. - Crews
used dynamite on Ice jams clogging flood-swollen rivers
Wednesday in an attempt to drain
backed-up water away from the
Red River Valley before it rises
even higher.
Communities along the Minnesota-North Dakota state line
wrestled with overflowing small
rivers and girded for the crest of
the Red River itself.
People's lives already had been
defined by miles of pooled water
and vast sheets of ice, the double
hit of snowmelt-floodlng and a
brutal weekend blizzard.
"IVe lived in this area all my
life, so I know what a flood is. But
I've never seen anything like
this," said Ruby Zvirovski, filling
sandbags in her driveway near
Harwood, 500 yards from the
spreading Red River.
At Abercrombie, halfway between Fargo and Wahpeton,
crews twice threw dynamite in
an effort to loosen an ice jam that
was stuck in the river like a giant
cork.
"It didn't do anything," said
Richland County Road Supervisor Harlan Bladow. The explosives needed to be put underneath or embedded in the ice to
be effective, but getting It there
was too dangerous, he said.
Water behind one ice jam at the
twin towns of Breckenridge,
Minn., and Wahpeton, N.D., was
expected to rise by as much as 2
1/2 feet by this weekend. Officials didn't know when it would
finally break.
"That type of thing decides to
go when it wants to go," said
National Weather Service
meteorologist Craig Edwards.
The weather service said ice

With a large mound of sand waiting behind, Shane Floding. left,
shovels sand into a bag held by Aaron Retterath in Moorehead, Minn.
Floodwaters from the nearby Red River are surrounding homes and
closing roads.

jams could raise river levels as
much as 3 feet.
The region's worst flooding in
decades started last week when
temperatures hit the 60s, quickly
melting the winter snow that was
up to twice as deep as normal.
Then rain began Friday and
turned into a blizzard that piled
up to 2 more feet of snow across
the prairie.
The blizzard was followed by
record cold that turned snow and
floodwaters into sheets of ice.
At Fargo, North Dakota's
largest dry, forecasters raised
the projected crest of the Red,
expected late Thursday or early
Friday, to 39 to 39 1/2 feet - 1
1/2 feet higher than the previous
prediction and about 2 feet above
the record.
Flood stage in Fargo is 17 feet,
but permanent dikes protect the

downtown from the northflowing river.
Residents and city employees
stepped up the pace to add another foot of sandbags to emergency levees elsewhere in town,
while temperatures never
warmed past the 20s.
Randy Naslund left his job at
10 a.m. and headed home as soon
as he heard the revised crest
prediction. Within minutes of
starting to sandbag his back
yard, about 2n volunteers showed
up to help.
"I don't know hardly any of
these people," he said.
Northwestern Minnesota and
eastern North Dakota cover the
bed of a glacial lake that disappeared 9,000 years ago. The
rivers that drain it are too young
to have carved deep valleys, so
floods spread outward.

MIDAMMMOR

We are now accepting student film
submissions that will be shown for
free in the Gish Film Theater
Wednesday, April 23 at 7:00 p.m.

NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

Questions? Call 2-7164
Submissions are due April 18
in the UAO office (330 Union)

Call Now!!!!
352-4380

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
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Veterans gather in Bataan memorial
The Associated Press
BATAAN, Philippines Hundreds of elderly Filipino
and American veterans, some
with tears in their eyes, joined
memorial services Wednesday
for comrades who died In one
of the most infamous episodes
of World War II.
Philippine President Fidel
Ramos and ambassadors from
the United States and Japan
placed wreaths at a monument
to the thousands of Filipino and
American soldiers who died at
Japanese hands during the Bataan Death March.
"The suffering of the men
who died here was not in vain,"
U.S. Ambassador Thomas
Hubbard said. "It contributed
to a better world order."
Twenty-four Americans
were among the hundreds of
veterans who attended
Wednesday's services, marking the start of the march and

the surrender of the Bataan
Peninsula to Japan on April 9,
1942.
"I feel like I need to come
back. I left so many friends
here," said Richard Francies,
80. of Cleveland, Ohio.
He listened as Japanese Ambassador Hiroyuki Yushita expressed "unbearable sorrow
and indescribable remorse"
over those who suffered in Bataan.
The Philippines, then a U.S.
colony, was among the first
targets of Japanese invasion
after the bombing of Pearl
Harbor. Overwhelmed by the
onslaught, American commanders in the Manila area decided to retreat to Bataan, west
of the capital, believing that
U.S. reinforcements would
soon be coming.
But the U.S. fleet never
came, and the peninsula Instead turned Into a trap •

The Associated Press

Tbr Associated PrrM

President Fidel Ramos, center, leads the wreath-laying ceremony during the observance of the Fall
of Bataan yesterday in Mt. Samat, 53 miles west of Manila. With Ramos is Japanese Ambassador
Hiroyuki Yushita, left, and American Ambassador Thomas Hubbard, foreground.

Over 100 Mexican children contract Hepatitis A
The Associated Press
MEXICO CITY - More than
100 Mexican children have contracted hepatitis A, the same
strain that caused an outbreak of
the disease In Michigan, the
government news agency reported Wednesday.

However, the cases appear to
have peaked between late February and early March, one month
before the U.S. outbreak affected
160 students and teachers in
Michigan, according to the report carried by Notlmex.

what caused the hepatitis cases
in Mexico, Oscar Recio Flores,
director of the Tamaulipas state
Fourth Health District, told Notimex. His office, contacted by
The Associated Press, said he
was not available for comment.

Investigators are not yet sure

He said seven of the 108 cases

Supplies needed for repairs
arrive on Mir space station
The Associated Press
MOSCOW ~ Fuel, fire extinguishers and spare parts have
arrived at the aging Mir space
station, allowing an American astronaut and two Russian cosmonauts to repair the systems that allow them to breathe.
NASA says the repairs are
critical, but the Russians, eager
to protect the image of their
space program, have portrayed
them as less serious.
Mir has had a rash of bad luck
in the last 1 1/2 months: a fire in
February, followed by the failure
of the main oxygen system and a
partial power outage caused by
trouble with the system that
keeps the station pointed in the
right direction.
Last week, the primary system
to purge carbon dioxide overheated, forcing crew members to
rely on a backup air purification
system. At the time, they were
trying to fix a problem that sent
the temperature in the main living module soaring to an uncomfortable 86 degrees.
The 11-year-old orbiting space
station was only designed to last
five years.
The accidents come at a time of
deep tension between the space
agencies of Russia and the
United States. NASA is angry

over the Russians' failure to deliver on time a critical piece of
the new international space
station. The potential for danger
to their astronaut also heightens
feelings over the situation
aboard Mir.
The Russians are eager to
protect their reputation. Space in
general and the space station in
particular are one of the few
technical areas in which the Russians remain among the world's
best.
NASA tends to be open about
its programs and the lives of the
astronauts in space. Russians
conduct their space program on a
more military footing, with a
minimum of openness and a
focus on technical issues.
The Feb. 23 fire is a prime example. Russians described it
first as a "micro-fire" that
caused no damage and was
doused in seconds. NASA later
said it was bad enough to fill the
station with smoke.
The. Progress-34 ship that
docked Tuesday with Mir
brought three fire extinguishers
to replace those used to put out
the fire, the ITAR-Tass news
agency said. NASA said it also
brought sealant to fix pinholesized punctures in the coolant
pipes of the air purification
system.

Famous
pilot's
flight
retraced

The failure of the main oxygengenerating system is undoubtedly serious. NASA calls it critical,
noting the station is using backup
systems both to generate oxygen
and to clean the air of carbon
dioxide. They are concerned that
there was only an eight- to nineday supply of canisters for the
carbon dioxide system before the
cargo ferry arrived with more.
In the few statements they
have made, Russians have
stressed that the backup systems
are working fine, and the station
has a two-month supply of oxygen. Its cosmonauts are planning
to remain aboard until August.
Even if all goes wrong, the
crew can always evacuate the
station and use the attached
Soyuz capsule to return to Earth.
NASA astronaut Jerry
Linenger, the fourth American to
live on Mir, is supposed to return
to Earth in mid-May. NASA officials have said that if they are
not comfortable that the Mir is
performing well, they may decide not to replace him.
Linenger expresses confidence
in the station.
"I feel safe up here," Linenger
said in a recent interview with
The Associated Press. "It's not
like I stay up at night thinking
what might go wrong."

Take a break from studying! The PHARM
has the fastest and the greatest movies!

NEW RELEASE
Overnight Rental

6**^
The PHARM is at 104a North Main Street
Pharmacy phone number: 352-2114
OPEN Mori -Sat. 8 am-10 pnvSunday 9-8

t

were detected at one pre-school,
and that measures to prevent the
spread of the Infection have been
taken.
The U.S. outbreak is believed
to be linked to frozen strawberries contaminated with the hepatitis virus, but there was no indi-

M:\VMAN HOUSING
Student Housing
Close to Campus
Summer 6 week leases
I $35 dollars per week I
Semester leases $ 850
per semester
I Call Julie at Newman
I Housing: 354-2191 ,

cation that the Tamaulipas cases
had any connection.
Health authorities have ruled
out contaminated drinking water
as the source of the Mexican
cases, after finding adequate
chlorination levels in water supplies at area schools.

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil - Stiff headwinds on Wednesday
grounded a Texas businesswoman seeking to retrace
the round-the-world flight Amelia Earhart began 60 years ago.
San Antonio millionaire Linda
Finch postponed her takeoff
from the Brazilian coastal city of
Natal, about 1,300 miles northeast of Rio de Janeiro.
"She's waiting for headwinds
of less than 15 knots. They were
about 15 to 20 knots today," Joe
da Silva, a local representative of
United Technology International
Operations, said by telephone
from Natal.
That may not be too strong a
wind for today's planes, but
Finch is flying a restored Lockheed Electra 10E, a duplicate of
Earhart's twin-engine propeller
plane. And her next stop is across
the Atlantic Ocean in St. Louis, in
the West African nation of Senegal, 13 hours and 1,727 nautical
miles away.
"A strong wind would leave her
very little safety time, less than
an hour," da Silva said. "The
preoccupation is that she'll fight
headwinds all the way and not get
there."

White Water Rafting
Come White Water Rafting at
North American River Runners
Hico, West Virginia
April 26-27
$95-Bursarabi9
Leave April 26 @ 9:30 a.m.
Return April 27 @ 10 p.m.
$95-Bursarable
Trip includes: Camping overnight and 5 hours ot white
water rafting with a meal.
Sign-up in the UAO Office,
330 Union For more info, call 2-2343
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Entertainment

Brandon Wray

Entertainment Editor
372-2603

Tea Leoni discusses tabloids, yoga Entertainment
firsts recalled

The 30-year-old Leoni, who
pronounces her first name TAVIt's a typically sunny day In Los uh, also has her other foot on the
Angeles, but you wouldn't know big screen. She scored high
that by looking at Tea Leoni.
marks with last year's "Flirting
The actress Is walking around with Disaster," and she begins
CBS Studio Center in the San taping a Steven Spielberg film,
Fernando Valley, her lithe body "Deep Impact," this summer.
draped in a long, black wool coat
In "The Naked Truth," Leoni
and a scarf wrapped around her plays Nora Wilde, whose new
neck.
boss (George Wendt) at the taIt's a cold, she says in her mon- bloid decides to make her an adotone voice in between sniffles
vice columnist instead of a
Back in her dressing room, she camera-toting paparazzo.
1. Do you ever read tabloids?
leans back on the couch. Her
short, blond hair, as usual, is disLeoni: If I were to say I didn't,
heveled, her angular face you know and I know I'd be lying.
makeup-free to expose her many They're so conveniently located
freckles.
by the register at most all
She's thankful that it's a Mon- grocery stores, even the best.... I
day. That means no taping and no don't think people should read
cameras, just a table read for her the tabloids so that they can
sitcom, "The Naked Truth."
know the hard, true facts. If The
The series has performed well New York Times is dinner, the
since a re-vamped version of the tabloids might just be dessert,
original ABC series began airing and they should be taken with
on NBC in January. And how can that same sort of passivity and
it not? It's benefiting from the cheer.
2. What does yoga do for you?
cushiest time slot in television, in
between ratings kings "Seinfeld"
Leoni: It's real relaxing, and I
and "ER."
like to do it with Jethro Tull. I
But the series' 13-episode run don't like doing yoga without muends with a final installment on sic. You're dying in these poses,
May 21. After that, its existence you need some music that gets
is up to network executives.
you psyched.
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

AllocUlrd Pr«i photo

Tea Leoni stars in the NBC sitcom "The Naked Truth." The series'
13-episode run is coining to an end. It runs one more time on May 21
at 8 p.m. Its existence after that is up to network executives.

FEMMES
Continued from page one.
and we worked on trying to get
them, but we weren't able to f inalize things with them."
The Violent Femmes placed
high in the poll and would l>e
available to play. The Femmes
were also in the price range the
University could afford. They
will be paid $20,000 for the show,
according to Scheilbaum.
Another obstacle, according to
Daniel, was finding a time when
Anderson Arena was not being
used for athletic events. The
arena was used most Wednesdays and Saturdays until March,
and Anderson is not known as a

concert site, Howard said.
"Once you get a reputation going for having success with a
show, it will be easier to bring in
acts in the future," Howard said.
"I really do think in the future we
will be able to continue to bring
■n acts if this is successful, and
so far it looks like it will be."
Daniel said that the show will
be considered successful if they
sell out at least 75 percent of the
house. At press time there were
about 1.500 tickets left unsold out
of the 4,000 that went on sale, so
they are approaching that number.
Howard said that based on
ticket sales history at the Uni-

had a steady schedule of concerts. One year they had nine
acts, including the Doobie Brothers, Bob Seger and other acts
that were popular at the time.
If the Femmes show is successful, the University will begin
exploring opportunities for more
DeCrane said the size of venue concerts on campus in the near
that the University has was more future, according to Howard.
attractive in the past to bands
Some of the possibilities are a
because it was about the same
size as any other, places like Sav- fall festival and more shows
age Hall at the University of spread throughout the year in
Toledo were not built yet. More places like the Lenhart Grand
bands were touring then, and the Ballroom. Those shows would
cost of tickets was not out- feature smaller, on-the-rise
national acts for targeted audirageous, DeCrane added.
In the 1970s, the University ences, Howard said.
versity, this show is selling well.
The University really hasn't
had many concerts recently, and
part of the reason for that is economics and the makeup of students that are here, said Gregg
DeCrane, dean of students.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CAREER WORKSHOP
Saturday April 19
095 Overman
9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The workshop is free & open to the
public.
Pizza will be served for lunch.

Four environmental professionals will speak:
Theresa
Jim
Kallmeyer,
Amburgey,
Occupational
Technician for
BGSU Health & Safety.

Environmental Health
& Safety Manager for
North Star BHP Steel.

Gerry
Rich,

Craig
Wittig,

Air Quality
Director for
the Bowling
Green E.P.A.

BGSU
Recycling
Program
Coordinator.

For more information call the BGSU Recycling Program: 372-8909
To reserve a spot clip this section & mail to:
BGSU Recycling Program, 149 College Park.
Name: ___^^^_^^^_^_^_____^^^^_
Phone Number: _
Pizza Preference:
This workshop is sponsored by the BGSU
Center for Environmental Programs &
the BGSU Recycling O Program.

Entertainment highlights
during the week of April 13-19:
60 years ago: Daffy Duck
made his debut in the Warner
Bros.' cartoon "Porky's Duck
Hunt."
45 years ago: Edward R.
Murrow's "See It Now" TV
program was the first to show
a movie being made: Samuel
Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen."
40 years ago: Buddy Knox,
who was in the Army Reserve,
began six months of active
duty. His hit at the time was
"Party Doll," which had just
hit the No. 2 spot on the U.S.
charts, selling over a million
copies.
35 years ago: Walter Cronkite succeeded Douglas Edwards as anchorman of "The
CBS Evening News."
30 years ago: The Rolling
Stones played their first concert behind the Iron Curtain,
In Warsaw, Poland, at the Palace of Culture. Police, using
batons and tear gas, had to
break up a crowd of several
thousand people.
25 years ago: Francis Ford
Coppola's "The Godfather,"
starring Marlon Brando, Al
Pacino, Diane Keaton, James
Caan and Robert Duvall, premiered. The film won Oscars
for best picture, best actor
(Brando) and best screenplay.
And The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards topped the
British charts with their bagpipe-dominated version of
"Amazing Grace," eclipsing
the definitive version by Judy
Collins, which had peaked at
No. 5 a year earlier.

10 years ago: Frank Sinatra
joined his wife, Gregory Peck,
Sammy Davis Jr. and Bob
Hope for a telethon that raised
more than $350,000 for the
Barbara Sinatra Children's
Center. Sinatra sang several
songs, including "The Lady Is
a Tramp" and "New York,
New York," during the fivehour telethon at Palm Desert,
Calif.
Five years ago: "Cheers"
and "The Simpsons" were the
two most frequently watched
shows among college students,
according to poll results in TV
Guide. "The Cosby Show" was
in third place, followed by
"Beverly Hills 90210" and
"Saturday Night Live."
One year ago: New York
radio show host Don Imus
received the broadcasting industry's highest honor - the
Hall of Fame award As part of
the honor, Imus was inducted
into the National Association
of Broadcasters' Hall of Fame.
Among the past Inductees:
Edward R Murrow, Walter
Wlnchell and Larry King.
The original members KISS
announced they were reuniting for a worldwide tour. Gene
Simmons, Ace Frehley, Peter
Criss and Paul Stanley appeared in New York in the
ghoulish makeup that made
them famous to announce the
start of a two-year tour.
And Jerry Garcia's family
and friends read a poem and
tossed flowers into the water
as they scattered most of his
ashes into the San Francisco
Bay. A small portion had been
scattered in the Ganges River
in India 11 days earlier. Garcia died of a heart attack at
age 53.
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Kristy Sheldon & Trenton Gould
Jennifer Donahoe & Eric Wahl
Emily Goubeaux & Jet Hajec
Stephanie Adams & Brian Haas
Kelly Woods & Scott Raybuck
Lindsay Reed & Jason Weeks
Janelle Consiglio & Sean Joyce
Elizabeth Bonneau & Chris Sil
Amy Kilner & Dan Dinicol
Laura Reho & Craig VonScggern
Lisa Pignataro & Greg SuRlak
Lauren Dimling & GeraJrHanna
Jennifer Eleftheriou ^.Jeffrey Oweng
Jin Ah Yi & Ryan Deyereaux
Carrie Weyler & Bifan Schrand *
Courtney Nissenjr Jon Stacey
Melissa Pierce »Todd Smitde
Shelly SbroccW& Chad Hanzlicek
Lindsay Doipneny & Jason Gregg
Laurie Wine & Andy Sammut
Tricia FMSO & Brian Baldridge
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Mind] Mitchin & Phil Gaeta
Shelly Ferguson Sc Greg MacKi
Amy Sch idler & Drew Gardner
Jayme Mayer & Brian Planter
Stacey Wolfe & Brian Stardsto
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Jessica McGrail & Terry Bucey
Kendra DePerno & Bill Kish
Heather Hoy & Mark Machin
Can Esakov & Dave Evans
Krista Gostel & JB Howard
ie Brewer & Jared Freeman
ile Holmes &Adam Haden
bscioni & Matt Schmidt
Grossi & Tyler Grodi
a Serio & Mark Kelly
uley & Aaron Schib
Misty Saterijeld'ci Jeremy Agozzino
-"Angela Weaver & Matt Lay
Dana Dempsey]g Paul Kostanack
& Scott Teets
Eric Mercer
Johnson
e Hyde J&Steve Hunt
ichelle Klein. & Brian Tubbs
Kelly Thoinpson & Max Valentine
Cori Brawn & Dave Winsted
•.•^my'A'frica & J.T. Wiant
aBBnyBurris & Brian Glibkowike
Vicky Chaiko & Ben Arthurs
Kelly Grossi ft hflk DiCello
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Niemet boosts Falcons over Ball State
□ First baseman Bob
Niemet keys two important Falcon wins
against Ball State.

Game two saw Niemet single to
left field off of Travis Minix, giving BG a 6-5 win in the ninth.
"What can you say about Bob
Niemet?" said Falcon head coach
Danny Schmitz. "He's a guy that
thrives on pressure situations.
Obviously, being the quarterback
ByJIMTOCCO
in football doesnt hurt."
The BG News
Bowling Green ace Andy Smith
Two-sport athlete Bob Niemet went the distance for the Falcons
won a pair of crucial conference in game one, allowing just two
games for the Falcon baseball earned runs and scattering five
hits over eight innings. Smith
team Wednesday afternoon.
Niemet went 5-f or-9 on the day, struck out six and walked just
driving in both game-winning one.
"We got some great pitching
runs, both in extra Innings. His
performance helped the Falcons, today," Schmitz said. "Andy
now 5-3 in conference play, beat Smith came out and set the tone
Mid-American Conference in the first game."
Smith's record climbs to 5-1,
leader Ball State (now 6-3).
Niemet, who also stole two and his season ERA stands at
bases on the day, found himself 1.40.
Joe Holland added a strong
in similar situations both times two outs in the bottom half of the performance In the second game,
BC Ntwi Photo by Jeremy Martin
toiling 5 1-3 innings and allowing
inning and two men on base.
In game one, a double over Ball three runs. He struck out eight
First baseman Bob Niemet provided just enough punch for the Falcons
State center fielder Justin Love's batters.
to gain two games on Ball State.
Brian Cannon once again
head knocked in Brian Cannon
for a 4-3 Falcon victory in the rocked opposing pitching for two
eighth inning. The hit came off of multi-hit games, making it three
Cardinal reliever Sam McCon- games in a row with more than
one base knock. These hits innell.

"7 was seeing the ball
real well, and I was
fortunate enough to
get a few of them to
drop."
Bob Niemet
Smith

Falcon first baseman

eluded two doubles and an early
home run in the first game. His
team-leading batting average
now stands at ,389.
But the day belonged to
Niemet.
In the second game, the Falcons trailed 1-0 in the fourth inning before Niemet clubbed a
two-run homer to left field. His
third home run of the year gave
the Falcons the lead. Niemet
would do it again with two outs in
the last of the seventh, when he
singled in Cannon to send the
game to extra frames.
Then, with a hard-dropping
liner to short left field, he sealed
the win.
"It was a good performance,"
Niemet said. "I was seeing the

ball real well, and I was fortunate
enough to get a few of them to
drop."
The win vaults the Falcons up
the MAC standings, and is extremely Important against a team
with the stature of Ball State.
"Everyone came out and just
played a great game," Niemet
said. "This was real important.
We kind of struggled against
Miami, so it was real important to
come out and get the job done."
Right fielder Jason Blankenship and shortstop Drew Niles
added three hits each for the Falcons in the second game.
Jeff Hundley earned his third
win of the season, pitching a perfect two-thirds of an inning.

Canoon

Track rides high into Tennessee
□ Thirteen Falcon
track athletes are preparing to strut their stuff
in Tennessee's Sea
Ray Relays.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
the 8 G News

BG Newt Phot* by Jeremy Martin

Switch-hitter Drew Niles is leading the team in home runs with four.

Netters to visit
former mentor
□ The Falcons hope
to send a message to
Ball State Friday before squaring off with
their former coach
Saturday.
By RYAN JOHNSON
The BG News
When the Bowling Green
men's tennis players travel lo
Western Michigan on Saturday, they'll be seeing an old
friend in a new surrounding.
Western Michigan is currently coached by Dave
Morin, who skippered Bowling
Green the
past five
seasons. The
match will
be the first
for the Falcon men
against their
former
coach.
The Falcons (&6,1-1
Harris
Mid-American Conference)
travel to Muncie, Ind. to
square off with perennial
MAC powerhouse Ball State
on Friday before descending
to Kalamazoo, Mich to do
business with the Broncos on
Saturday.

The Falcons have won seven
of their last nine matches, and
view the weekend matches as
an opportunity to make a
statement to the rest of the
conference.
"These are definitely message matches," senior Joel
Tennan said. "If we can knock
off Ball State, it will show
Miami what we're capable of."
The Cardinals (7-9, 34) are
currently ranked eighth in the
Midwest region, and are led by
sophomore Juan Fernandez.
"Ball State is one of the top
two teams in the league, probably even with Miami," BG
coach Jay Harris said. "This is
another shot to defeat a great
team."
While Ball Slate is a tall order for BG, Western Michigan
is a squad that the Falcons feel
they have the potential to dominate.
The match against the
Broncos has been circled on
the Falcons' calendar all year,
as the team hopes to play well
against the coach that recruited the majority of the
current Falcon squad.
"Everyone wants to beat
Western Michigan," Terman
said.
Morin was the BG men's
tennis coach from 1991-96 be• See TENNIS, page ten.

BGSU Softball
Friday, April 11 th
vs.

After an impressive and confidence-building Northwest Ohio
Invitational, the Bowling Green
men's track team is looking for
bigger fish to fry. Thirteen of the
best Falcons will glide to Tennessee for the Sea Ray Relays.
"This is completely different
than the Northwest meet," coach
Sid Sink said. "Sea Ray Relays is
a national-caliber meet and contains some of the best athletes in
the country."
With the outdoor season just
underway, Bowling Green wants

to Improve its performances as
well as try to qualify athletes for
the NCAA's. Three of the best
opportunities for NCAA qualification will be in the cases of
sprinters Rah'Sheen Clay and
Darren Braddix and shot putter
Adam Rose.
"Our athletes will rise to the
occasion," Sink said. "They need
to show that they can compete
with better athletes and in bigger
meets."
Clay, who was named MidAmerican Conference track athlete of the week, will look to run
wild at Tennessee with five races
scheduled In two days.
"I feel that I didn't do well
there last year," Clay said. "I'm
looking forward to competing
against some good runners."
While the Falcons battled
through tough winds and rain in
their last meet, the Sea Ray Relays look to be much warmer and

2:00 pm
Saturday, April 12th
vs.

Western Michigan
(Doubleheader)
12:00 pm
Games at BGSU Softball Diamond
Sat., April 12th Falcon Tent opening at 11:30 a.m.
Students admitted FREE

I '

£

MEN'S TRACK

Dan Flaute's great distance
running lately earned him a spot
in the 5,000-meter run. Craig
Nleset will test his wings with the
800-meter run. Jim Weckesser
will hurdle over water holes and
barriers in the steeplechase.

Todd Black, an assistant coach
on the team, decided to run the
1,500-meter run after his last
performace at the Northwest In"Some people have a hard time vitational.
with these meets, but this year is
"Todd's ready to step it up and
different," Sink said. "If one or has a chance to win the event,"
two people do good, then others Sink said.
just seem to follow."
Distance events start ThursIn the sprints, the all-important
1600-meter and 400-meter relays day, while Friday holds all other
will showcase the Falcons soar- open events and Saturday will,
contain all relays.
ing speed.

Indians' Mesa found not guilty
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Jose Mesa
shed tears of joy and relief
Wednesday as he was acquitted
of all charges in his rape trial,
but his legal problems aren't
over yet.
A jury cleared the Cleveland
Indians pitcher of one count of
rape, two counts of gross sexual
imposition and one count of theft.
Mesa still must stand trial on a
charge of carrying a concealed
weapon.
A hearing in the second trial is
scheduled for Thursday morning, with jury selection to begin
Monday. Mesa could receive up
to 18 months in prison if convicted, said his attorney, Gerald
Messerman.
On Wednesday, however, Mesa
and his wife, Mirla, didn't try to
contain their emotions after
clearing their first legal hurdle.
They both wept as the acquittal
verdicts were read.
Asaacttfed Prell pl»t*
"God [caused] the jury to do A relieved Jose Mesa smiled from ear to ear as he left the court room. Mesa was cleared on one count of
• See MESA, page ten. rape and two counts of gross sexual imposition.

IAGSU Women's Tennis
Friday, April 11 tit
Boll State
|&:00p.m|
Saturday;, Rpri112th
vs. Western Michigan
at 1:00p.m.

Western Michigan
(Doubleheader)

calmer.
"We are hoping the weather Is
going to be around 60 degrees or
so," Sink said. "It would really
uplift the athletes' spirits if the
weather is good."
This meet Is a step up from the
Northwest Invitational that was
hosted in Bowling Green. Better
performances will be expected
from everyone on the Bowling
Green team. Along with big expectations comes pressure to
perform, though the Falcons
seem very relaxed and ready to
go.

So;., npnl 12th ^-ilcon Tent opening ot 11:30 a.m.
Students admitted fHCC

I

I

tOtflGH?-FUND RAISER
for the
HUMANE
SOCIETY
19 and Over Every Night
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GOLF

Golf starts up second season,
King meets young prince:
striving for better spring results Faldo and Woods paired up
□ BG is getting the
spring season under
way on the links.

By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BC News
The Bowling Green Falcon golf
teams are getting the spring portion of their season under way.
The Falcon women have already
had a couple of tournaments. The
men will compete in their first
tournament on this Monday.
The Falcon golf teams are
coached by fifth-year head coach
Todd B runs ink.
Women's spring break trip
During spring break, the women took a trip south and played in
the Wellman Collegiate Invitational in Johnsonville. S.C. The
Falcons came In ninth place out
of 12 teams, with 696 total
strokes.
Junior Amy Miller and senior
Shawna Weaver tied for 34th
place, providing the highest Falcon finish Miller shot rounds of
86 and 84, while Weaver had
scores of 87 and 83 to tie at a final
score of 170.

Last week

Golf

The Associated Press

NOTEBO

Last week, the Falcon women
dropped into Bloom ington for the
Indiana Invitational. The tourWilliam
nament was played on the par 73,
Sanderson
IU Golf Course. Bowling Green
BG News
came in 15th out of the 17-team
Sportswriter
field, shooting a 697. That is one
more stroke than they had in the
Wellman Invitational.
As far as the team was conThe Ohio State Buckeyes both
came in first as a team and cerned. Miller looked on the posiboasted the top individual finish- tive side.
"They could have been better,"
er of the tournament. The Buckeyes had a total of 623 strokes, 74 Miller continued. "We struggled
strokes less than the Falcons, Saturday, but made a comeback
Jessica Luciuk had rounds of 78 of 21 strokes on Sunday."
and 73 for a tournament-winning
total of 151.
Upcoming tournaments
Bowling Green, like the previous week, had a tie for the top
This weekend, BG golf has two
team finish Shawna Weaver and
Kate Kolesnik finished in a dead- tournaments on tap. Saturday
lock with scores of 171, 20 and Sunday, the women's team is
strokes behind the eventual win- scheduled to travel to University
ner. Weaver shot an 89 and an 82. Park, Pa., for the Lady Lion
Spring Invitational. The tournaKolesnik had an 87 and an 84.
"I need to work on my short ment will be hosted by Perm
game," Miller said. "It's really State.
been letting me down. Last week
The men will finally start their
I had 41 putts, when you really
want around 37. My long game Is spring season Monday, when
fine, but I need to work on my they will head down 1-75 for the
Xavier Invitational in Cincinnati.
short game."

HOCKEY

Lindros suspended, finedfor
two high-sticking incidents
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - Eric lindros was suspended for two
games and fined $2,000 on
Wednesday for two high-sticking
incidents in Monday's 3-2 loss to
the New York Rangers.
Lindros, the Flyers' best
player, will miss Thursday's rematch against the Rangers In
Philadelphia and then sit out Saturday night's game at Montreal.
He will return for Sunday's regular-season finale against New
Jersey, the team the Flyers are
chasing in the Eastern Conference points race.
The Flyers need to win all
three games to be assured of finishing as the top seed in the East.
"What the league ruled is what
we have to live with," Flyers
general manager Bob Clarke said
Wednesday. "Well Just go about
our business and try to win our
last three games."
The suspension, announced by
the NHL on Wednesday, stems
from the two double-minor penalties Lindros received during
the game. He broke the nose of
Shane Churls with one high-stick,
then cut Ulf Samuelsson's Up
with another one late in the
game. Samuelsson needed
several stitches to close the cut.
Lindros, with 31 goals and 46
assists in 51 games, spoke earlier
in the day on the possibility of
league action.
"It's an isolated Incident," he
said. "It happened once. I never
swung my stick before. I never
attempted to hurt anybody and
have never been suspended for
anything."
NHL vice president Brian
Burke termed lindros' high-stick

Lindros
of Churia "reckless and dangerous," adding, "It is clear that his
actions against Mr. Churia were
not defensive in nature."
Burke said the shot lindros
gave Samuelsson was "more of a
defensive action than offense.
Nonetheless, this type of conduct
can not be tolerated."
lindros, who mlnsed 28 games
earlier this year with various injuries, has a dramatic Impact on
the Flyers. Over his five years in
Philadelphia, they are 34-39-8
without him in the lineup.
After taking a number of hits
he felt were illegal but weren't
called penalties against the
Rangers, lindros went after
Churia In the second period,
taking a four-mlnute highsticking penalty when he broke
the Ranger tough guy's nose.

Trailing 2-1 at the time, the
Rangers scored twice while lindros was in the box to turn
around the game.
Lindros then punctuated his
frustration at the end of the game
by cross-checking Samuelsson in
the chin, opening a gash that took
15 stitches to close.
lindros, who had never been
suspended In his five-year NHL
career before Wednesday, has
learned to keep his composure,
and is willing to let others fight
his battles - assuming he has
teammates willing to do so. When
none do, it's Lindros' nature to
take matters into his own hands.
In the offseason, the Flyers
brought in three enforcers Daniel Lacroix, Dan Kordic and
Scott Daniels - with the idea that
somebody would stand up for
lindros, but that didn't happen
against the Rangers.
Still, lindros didn't blame the
Flyers' tough guys. "Toughness
comes from the entire team," he
said. "It's Important to play
tough as a team."
Team toughness was one of the
big topics at a team meeting
Wednesday morning before the
team's practice in suburban Philadelphia.
After the practice, but before
the suspension, both lindros and
coach Terry Murray said the
Flyers won't stand by if the
Rangers, a potential playoff opponent, go after their best
players.
"If they're going to go out
against Johnny (LeClair) and I,
well then we'll then let's go after
Leetch and Gretzky," lindros
said.

AUGUSTA Ga. - What better way to start this Masters
than to have Nick Faldo, the
best golfer of his generation,
paired with Tiger Woods, the
best golfer of the next generation.
What better way to show the
overlapping of history than to
have Faldo, the winner of six
major championships In 10
years, going head to head with
Woods, the winner of the last
three U.S. Amateur championships.
The only thing that could be
better would be to have them
paired together in a Sunday
shootout for the 61st Masters
title. Maybe, Just maybe, that Is
the collision of coincidence
Augusta National has to offer
this year.
This tournament, this course,
which seems to play a game of
can-you-top-thls with itself,
gets going with an extraordinary pairing that begs for a sequel, the traditional pairing of
the defending champion with
the U.S. Amateur winner.
If Faldo wins this year, only
Jack Nlcklaus, Bobby Jones,
Walter Hagen, Ben Hogan,
Gary Player, Arnold Palmer
and Tom Watson will have won
more major championships.
It's a place in history he
wants very badly.
"You think of a player, you
think of Nicklaus and ask how
many tournaments he won and
you cant think of it," Faldo
said. "But you all know how
many majors he won. It was 14
wasn't it?" he said with a mis-

- FOR RENT »
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Fall <97 and Spring '98
Limited Summer Available
Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. Fum./Unfurn.
1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations

352-9135
Please call for more information
I

I

Did I mention him?"
Mlckelson's Joking reference
to Woods as an afterthought
indicates how much is expected of Woods in his first Masters as a pro.
To find a pairing as much of
a signpost of the passing of one
era into another you'd have to
go back to the 1960 U.S. Open
at Cherry Hills near Denver.
Paired in the final 36 holes of
that tournament were 47-yearold Ben Hogan and 20-year-old
Jack Nlcklaus. Nicklaus finished second to Arnold Palmer
and his play prompted Hogan
to say: "I played with a kid today who should have won this
tournament by 10 strokes."
Woods, with three victories
In 14 tournaments since turning pro, has emerged with as
much flash as Nlcklaus 35
years ago. Faldo, meanwhile, is
at the peak of his skills, playing
as well as he did when he won
five majors from 1987-92.

Cleveland contractors scared
by potential excavation costs
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The city has
received only one bid to excavate
the site of its stadium project because some contractors were
scared off by the potential cost of
cleaning up contamination.
The site was a landfill from
1890 to 1929, and is thought to
contain demolition debris, steel
slag and dredgings from the
Cuyahoga River, The Plain
Dealer reported today. Fuel oil
has shown up in soil borings.
Cleveland Stadium was built on
the site and stood there until It
was demolished earlier this year
to make way for a new football
stadium.
Contractors said there was too
great of a risk of cleanup expenses gouging their profits,
even though the city Increased
the amount It would pay for hazardous waste removal and disposal from $100,000 to $500,000
one week before bids were due.
"There's not a reasonable contractor alive who would assume
the risk for a site like that," said
Doug Keller, vice president of

Son 5•2 30o'-

352-9951

Richard Goettle Inc., a Cincinnati
pilings company that Investigated bidding for the Job.
But the only company that
submitted a bid, Independence
Excavating Inc., said it checked
the site and determined that most
of it is not contaminated. The
company did Independent soil
borings and "basically satisfied
ourselves as to the nature of what
was out there," said Mike Orlando, chief engineer.
Independence is in line to secure a $12.6 million contract,
which the city Is expected to award. The bid Is slightly below
the city's moat recent estimated
cost.
The contract calls for removing .150,000 cubic yards of dirt
from the site. If even 50,000 cubic yards is contaminated - and
must be dumped In a hazardous
waste landfill - the disposal costs
alone could hit $3.5 million, said
Joe Friscone, vice president of
Maintenance Unlimited Inc. of
Strongsvtile.
Friscone and other contractors
Interviewed by The Plain Dealer
said they were afraid to bid for

the Job because it placed too
much of the burden for environmental problems on contractors.
They also said the specifications for the Job contained only
sketchy information about the
content of the soil at the site. The
city offered results of four soil
borings It conducted, several of
which had evidence of hydrocarbons and a fuel odor, the newspaper reported.
"The conditions were such that
it made It very difficult for us to
bid," said Harley Cohen, chief estimator for Martin Enterprises
Inc. of Cleveland. "We didn't
want to deal with the hazardous
material."
Orlando said Independence
was given no more information
than what the other potential
bidders received. Orlando said
Independence supplemented the
city's information with results of
40 test holes the company dug on
three separate days. .
"If there is any contamination,
our thinking is based on our investigation that It will be minimal," Orlando said.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Thursday, April 10th
Howard's andWBGU FM present the 1997
AIDS Benefit for David's House.

51:00 VH

Wcide

Jackie O
I 1:00

Featuring:

tle, and Phil Mlckelson, with 10
victories already, are two
twenty-something guys overshadowed by Woods' sudden
burst on the scene.
And a rebound by Greg
Norman from his collapse of
last year would forever establish an already considerable
reputation as one of the most
resilient athletes in the history
of any sport.
"I think Greg's going to be
up there," Mlckelson said
about who the contenders are
this week. "I think Faldo is going to be up there. I think
Tiger's going to do well, too.

FOOTBALL

Howard's
ClubH
Mon-Sot 18-2:30 om
■ ■

■ ■
210 N Main

chievous grin, knowing full
well Nlcklaus won 20. "Do you
get my gist?"
If Woods takes the Masters,
he would be the youngest
champion in the history of the
event, two years younger than
Seve Ballesteros and Nicklaus.
The fact that players rarely
win in only their third try at
the Masters, where knowledge
of the course means so much,
seems to be of no concern to
Woods.
"I dont care what anyone
else says - as always," Woods
said. "I Just came here to win.
I'll try to be as patient as possible."
He said playing here twice as
an amateur and having won on
the PGA Tour gives him a confidence rare in a 21-year-old.
"I'm tournament tough now,"
Woods said. "I feel comfortable just because It's my third
time here. You know what to
expect."
Surely the tens of thousands
of people who will be following
Faldo and Woods in a firstround pairing made in a golf
fan's dream will be hoping for
a Matchup II, III and IV.
This tournament, known for
its stirring finishes inevitably
decided over the final nine
holes, gets started with a first
18 that matches one of the best
tacticians to play the game
with perhaps the most physically gifted player ever.
Certainly there are others to
consider at the Masters this
year. Tom Lehman has the
game and the desire to win.
Steve Elkington is on a roll.
Emle Els, with a U.S. Open ti-
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Mariners scorch Tribe, 11-1
The Associated Press
SEATTLE -- Bob Wolcott
pitched 6 2-3 shutout innings and
Seattle roughed up Cleveland
rookie Bartolo Colon for six runs
In the first inning Wednesday as
the Mariners routed the Indians
11-1.

Russ Davis, Paul Sorrento and en runs in three Innings against
Jay Buhner homered for the Ma- Boston last Friday, recorded his
riners.
first win since last Aug. 4. The
right-hander gave up four hits
Chad Curtis hit a ninth-inning and struck out four before being
home run off Seattle's Norm replaced after yielding his secCharlton for the lone Cleveland ond walk.
run.
Colon (0-1), making his second
Wolcott (1-1), who gave up sev- start of the season, didn't make it

out of the first inning as the Mariners sent 11 batters to the plate
in taking a 6-0 lead.
Joey Cora scored from third
for Seattle's first run when Colon
threw wildly while attempting to
pick Ken Griffey Jr. off first.
Buhner and Davis followed with
RBI singles.
John Marzano fouled off eight
pitches before drawing a basesloaded walk from Colon to force
in Buhner to make It 4-0. chasing,
Colon. Cora followed with a tworun single off Steven Kline to cap
the big Inning.
Sorrento made it 70 with a
run-scoring single in the second
and Davis homered 409 feet to
center off Kline In the fifth.
In the seventh, Sorrento hit his
first homer of the season against
Paul Assenmacher, and Buhner
made it 1 lO in the eighth with his
second homer of the season.

Allocialrd

PTCM

phot*

Mariners outfielder Ken Griffey, Jr. avoids a pickoff tag in yesterday's 11-1 Seattle victory. Griffey
crossed the plate twice to extend his major-league leading run total to 14.

Notes: Cleveland catcher
Sandy Alomar, who has homered
in his last five games, sat out. ...
Wolcott lowered his ERA from
21.00 to 6.S2. He threw 105 pitches, 70 for strikes in his second
start.... Colon threw 61 pitches In
two-thirds of an Inning. ... Griffey scored twice and now leads
the majors with 14 runs this
season.
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Super Lotto
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• Money Orders: 49<
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"It isn't going to deter
him from beating
Mike Tyson again.
He's just going to
have to do it a little
later."

Ruth Ruth
on Epitaph Records is ploying

Jim Harris

Howard's

Holyfield's attorney
to clean up some other aspects in
my life that have been going on."
Tyson declined to be specific,
saying it was "nothing that needs
to be aired in public at this time."
He denied rumors circulating
out of his training camp that he
hadn't been preparing properly
for the fight.
"I don't know where you
received that information from.
I'm in great shape, perhaps the
best ever," he said.
"I'm prepared to fight at this
moment," Tyson said, flanked by
King, Markman and other members of his entourage. "I'm just
following the instructions of the
doctors."
It was not the same cut that
Tyson sustained in the fifth
round of his Nov. 9 fight with Holyfield, although it was in the
same area, Markman said.
Tyson declined to name the
sparring partner who originally
caused the injury with a head
butt during a session in which
Tyson was wearing protective
headgear.
"He'll take it too personal,"
Tyson said. "He took it really
hard when it happened."
Speaking of his rematch with
Holyfield, Tyson said he does not
"waste time on any personal
grudges. This Is my Job, the way
I make my living."
"I never had any idea he could
fight as well as he could," Tyson
said of Holyfield.
Thomas, Holyfield's attorney,
said he got a call from promoter
Don King about 3 p.m. EDT
Tuesday and immediately called

w

Barney's Features:

Tyson postpones rematch due to gash
LAS VEGAS - Evander Holyfield had to wait five years to
beat Mike Tyson after their first
fight was postponed. So a 56-day
delay didn't look so bad this time
around.
"It Isn't going to deter him
from beating Mike Tyson again,"
Holyfield's attorney, Jim Thomas, said. "He's Just going to
have to do It a little later."
Tyson was forced to postpone
his scheduled May 3 rematch
with Holyfleld on Tuesday after
a cut suffered last month on a
head butt In sparring refused to
heal.
Now, the two fighters are
scheduled to meet June 28 at the
MGM Grand Garden for the
WBA heavyweight title that Holyf ield won by stopping Tyson in
a shocking upset last November.
"What can I do? These things
happen," said Tyson, a mark
clearly visible on his left eye.
Indeed they do in boxing, although they seem to happen to
Tyson more often than to other
fighters.
Ever since his first fight with
Prank Bruno was postponed
nearly a decade ago, Tyson has
postponed a total of seven fights
for various reasons. It marked
the second time he had postponed
a fight with Holyfield, who he
was originally set to meet in 1991
before suffering bruised ribs.
This time, it was a head butt in
sparring March 17 that first cut
Tyson around his left eye. He had
it stitched up and stopped sparring for two weeks, but reopened
the cut last Wednesday in another sparring session.
Plastic surgeon Barry Markman used 10-12 stitches to sew it
up again, but after the cut began
bleeding again Monday, the May
3 fight was in Jeopardy.
"It will set me back in a way as
far as my mindset goes," Tyson
said at a hastily called news conference Tuesday evening. "On
the other hand, it's a blessing in
disguise because it gives me time

Greenwood Centre
1602E Wooster
352-3443

0AEENWO0O CENTRE 110! t»

BOXING-

The Associated Press

South
996 S Main
3520534

Sunday, April 13th
at 10.00 PM
CostU00

"Kflte©

•Learn how to mix drinks
•Tips on how to be a good bartender

21 untl over
Ypril 14
9-11 I'M
IIIVWSUT'S

,S1()-- litirsumblc
Sign-up before
April 11
at 330 Union

$10/ Over 21
$7/ Under 21

I'ndcrSI

April lo
7-!)l'M
HA 1003
J>7 -- Hiirs;iral)lc

12-7164

for more
info.

AuacUtcd Pr«M pk««

Former heavyweight dump Mike Tyson has been forced to postpone
another fight with Evander Holyfield.
Holyfield in Houston, where he
Tyson also postponed a fight
was training.
with Buster Mathis Jr. in
"Evander just said, 'I guess I November 1995 after suffering a
have to wait a little longer,'" broken thumb.
Thomas said. "He's a remarkable
Tyson came to Las Vegas two
human being who accepts things weeks ago to begin his final
the way they are better than al- round of training for the fight,
most anyone I've ever known."
which is a rematch of the upset
Thomas said Holyfield, who scored by Holyfield when he
has been in training since Febru- stopped Tyson in the 11th round
ary, was meeting with his of their November fight.
trainers to decide how long to
The fight has long been sold
wait before resuming training.
out and was expected to attract a
Bruised ribs forced Tyson to record gate.
pull out of a date with Holyfield
Holyfield will get at least $35
In 1991, and he postponed a fight million for the fight, while Tyson
last July with Bruce Seldon after is expected to make about $20
coming down with bronchitis.
million.

rtWA
In a hurry?Don't worrycome try our fresh

LUNCH SPECIALS
Available daily from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

B - G - S- Ul

SPAR
* i • g * a m ■
and (•••arch

Monday: $1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night

The Office of Sf jonsored Programs and
Research ai rid the DGSU Alumni
Assoclat Ion congratulate

Tuesday:

$1.00 16 oz. Domestic Drafts all night
Requests Taken by the Midnight Marauders

Wailnaiilnin Hoppy Hour
n«an«oay.
3-9 pm

LESLIEiL McCONKEY
PSYCHOLO GY DEPARTMENT

Laa,es ni nt Ha

Enjoy our games: Darts, Air
Hockey, Shuffle Board. Pool.
Hour

Thursday:
9 > PPy
Prices all night &
* every Thurs. Dance to the
_^^^_
Midnight Marauders
No Cover
Friday: Live Music every other weekend

as winner of ft its year's Distinguished
Undergraduc ite Research Award.

•*

«

Except
Band
Nights '

Saturday: Live Music every other weekend

In addition to our regular menu fare we
feature over 20 other selections for lunch or
dinner. All made fresh every day!

Stop by and take home any of our
delicious, freshly made entrees
for dinner tonightl
China Express is located in your Bowling Green

FOOD TOWN PLUS
1080 SOUTH MAIN ST.

353-6912

135 N. MMN
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PISANELLO'S

■Sbasl

Open Weekdays at 4 p.m.
Open at Lunch Fri., Sat. & Sun.

203 N. MAIN, BG.

s

I

YOUR CHOICE

(Best Vakie-12 Slices)
Add Breadsticks! Only $2.00

_^_
FREE DELIVERY .352-5166
/
\ NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

i

ENDS
5/15/97

CHICAGO STYLE EXTRA
i -PjsoHelloV
COUPON EXPIRES ON 5/15/97
I Pizza'
co

Units still available for fall '97

R.E. Management
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
•841 Eighrh Sr.
•Monville Ave
•825 Third Sr.

• 840/850 Sixth 5r.
•Campus Manor
«313 N. Main

CHECK OUT OUR SUMMER RATES
CALL US TODAY
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 8 to 12
352-9302

National League

American League

352 - 5166

,
ANY 2 ITEMS
LSm
$4.75 Large....$7.75
>_Med....$6.25 XLg
$9.50

A
V
E

H3 Railroad SI.
(next to Kinke's) .

Preferred Properties

MtVmmWtn
East Derision
W
L
Pet
GB
Baltimore
4
2
.667
Boston
1
4
.sou
1
Detroit
4
4
.sou
I
Toronto
3
3
500
1
Now York
3
4
.429
IS
Central Division
W
L
Pet.
GB
Milwaukee
3
2
.600
Cleveland
4
4
SCO
S
Minnesota
4
4
.500
5
KansaaCity
3
3
500
5
Chicago
2
4
333
15
West Division
W
I.
Pot.
GB
Oakland
S3
MS
Seattle
4
4
500
1
Anaheim
3
4
.429
15
Texas
2
3
400
15
Tyeassy'i Games
Toronto at Chicago White Sox. ppd, cold
weather
Boston 13, Oakland 7
Seattle 14, Cleveland 8
Anaheim 10. NY. Yankees 9,12 innings
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
last Camel Not Included
Texas at Milwaukee, ppd., weather
Detroit 10, Minnesota 5
Toronto 5, Chicago White SoxO
Oakland 4, Boston 3,10 innings
Seattle 11. Cleveland 1
Baltimore at Kansas City, (n)
N.Y. Yankees at Anaheim, (n)
Thursday's Games
Minnesota (Robertson 1-0) at Detroit
(Blairl 1), 1 05 p.m.
Texas (Witt 04)) at Milwaukee (Karl O1 or
rrAmico OO), 2:05 p rn
Toronto (Guzman 1-0) at Chicago White
Sox (Baldwin 04), 205 pm.
Baltimore (Erickson 1-0) at Kansas City
(Belcher 1-0). ftOS p.m.
Only games scheduled
Friday1! Games
Oakland at NY Yankees, IflSpm
Seattle st Boston, 1:05p.m.
Anaheim at Cleveland. 1:05p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Detroit. 3 05 p m
Toronto at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Texas at Baltimore, 7:35 p.m.
Minnesota at Kansas City. 8-05 pm.

AaTmsEDT
East Derision
W
L
Pet.
Florida
6
1
.857
Atlanta
5
2
.714
Montreal
3
4
.429
New York
3
5
575
Philadelphia
3
6
533
Central Derision
W
L
Pet.
Houston
5
2
.714
Pittsburgh
3
4
.429
Cincinnati
3
S
-375
St Louis
1
6
.143
Chicago
0
7
.000
Wat Division
W
L
Pet.
Colorado
6
2
.750
Los Angeles
S3
.625
SanDiego
5
3
.625
San Francisco
5
3
.625
Tueseay-iCemss
Florida 5, Chicago Cubs 3
Atlanta 4, Houston 2
St. Louis 2. Montreal 1
Pittsburgh 2. San Diego 0
NY. Mets 5, Los Angeles 3
Philadelphia 2, San Francisco 1
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Use Games Not Included
San Francisco 3, Philadelphia 0
Colorado 13. Cincinnati 4
Houston at Atlanta, (n)
NY. Mets at Los Angeles, (n)
Pittsburgh at San Diego, (n)
Only names scheduled
Thursday's Games

GB
1
3
35
4
GB
2
25
4
5
CB
1
1
1

Montreal (P.Martinez 0-0) at St. Louis
(Morris 00). 1:35 pm
Florida (Fernandez 1-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Castillo0-1), 220pm
Cincinnati (Morgan 0-0) at Colorado

(Wright 1-0). 5:05 p. m
Houston (Holt 0-0) at Atlanta (Smoltz 1-1),

7:40 pm.
Only games scheduledFriday's Games
San Diego at Philadelphia, 3:05 p.m.
Atlanta at Chicago Cubs, 3 20 pm
Montreal at Colorado, 5:05p.m.
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh, 7:05 pm
Florida at Cincinnati, 735 p.m.
Houston at St. I /RUN. M 0.5 p in
Only games scheduled

TENNIS
Continued from page seven.
fore accepting the Western
Michigan position last year.
While at BG, Mori n compiled a
42-48 record, including a 17-12
mark in MAC contests. He also
led the Falcons to three thirdplace finishes and two fourthplace finishes in the MAC
tournament.
Besides the message matches against the Cardinals and
Broncos, it could be a mean-

ingful weekend for Terman,
who has a chance to break
BG's all-time career wins
mark held by Steve Beier
(1982-85). Terman has 131 career wins, just one short of the
record.
"It's something that will be
nice at the end of the season,
but there are more important
things to think of this weekend," Harris said.
Terman couldn't agree
more.

OSU kicker recovers
from Graves disease
usual, but I was losing weight. I
didn't say anything, not until I
COLUMBUS - A year ago, Dan got down to around 160 pounds."
When he reported to Ohio State
Stultz was a shell of the all-state
kicker who was a threat from as for August workouts, he mentioned at check-in his rapid
far away as midfield.
"We've got kids' pictures all weight loss. While doctors arover the side of the fridge," said ranged tests, he struggled
Francis Stultz, the Ohio State through the first few days of
kicker's father. "There's a pic- practice.
At one point, he was put on a
ture of Dan at last year's NorthSouth all-star game. He's got this diet rich in fat - equivalent to
great big smile on his face, but he eating pizza and cheeseburgers
has no neck. He just looks terri- all day without any exercise. He
ble."
lost six pounds in one weekend.
Now recovered from the omin"I was eating like a lineman,"
ously named Graves disease, Dan he said, "but yet I was losing
is his old self again. Thanks to weight. I'd be at the training
medication that does the work of table, which is buffet style. I
his hyperactive thyroid gland - would eat a huge dinner, but burn
which had to be literally burned it three or four times faster."
away by a "nuclear milkshake" On Ohio State's photo day, he
Stultz is the first-team place- sat still for pictures, signed autokicker for the Buckeyes this graphs and then reported to a suspring.
burban clinic for five hours of
A year ago, he was struggling. tests,
"A doctor or technician would
He lost 30 pounds in a month,
dropping to 160. A two-time first- come out and say, 'At least it's
not cancer,'" Francis Stultz said.
team Associated Press All
Ohioan, he had no leg strength. "Then a while later somebody
As a senior at Orrville High would come out and say, 'At least
School, he didn't even have the it's not AIDS.' Then, 'At least it's
strength to compete in the long not MS." But they still didn't
jump at the county track meet, know what it was."
despite winning the event a year
earlier.
Three days later, the elder
"I was working out and trying Stultz went to practice and was
to get in shape," Stultz said. "I directed to team physician John
was still eating, maybe more than Lombardo.
The Associated Press

Each unit has:
- 2 large bedrooms, fully furnished - washer and dryer - dishwasher and microwave - extra storage and much more -

Call Preferred Properties Today
352-9378
lAve in the luxury at Fox Run.

TONIGHT AT THE

UNION

The Bowl-N-Greenery
All You Can Eat

PASTA!
feast on ail you can tat pasta. "Plus, your meat includes
soup e? salad bar, potato bar and beverages.

£ $5.20

■Hours: 4:30-7:00

Only

The Pheasant Room

BBQ Chicken
Or Ribs

rFALCON ftflscnnu
lab
THIS UICCKCND
vs
AKRON

your dinner includes 'BfBQJZdicktn or "Ribs, potato,
tossed salad, and garlic bread.

$8.95
Othtr snadwicfus &
dinners always available

Hours: 4:30-7:00pm

!f!!Mf»mif??f»!MMt»MI««""""?"""M'""M"«M"""tMM»Mtll»MMf«

(Meal Card Accepted 4:30- 7:00 pm
"Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am-1:30 pm &4:30-7:00pm

American Heart
Association.'
Fighting Heart Disease

t>

Reduce your risk factors

!
\

NHL Standings

NBA Standings

Major League Baseball Standings

Sot.rdof April It*
1:00 p.m.

4

■yThes
Al Times EDT
lASIBINOWgHMMJ
AianekOtvWon
W
L
Pet
x Miami
58
18
.763
x New York
697
S3 23
553
Orlando
42 34
513
Washington
39 37
307
New Jersey
23 52
276
Philadelphia
21 55
.169
Boston
13 64
Central Divirion
.870
y Chicago
67
10
.684
x Atlanta
52 24
51
24
.680
x-Detroit
.658
x<hariotte
SO 26
513
Cleveland
39 37
Indiana
37 39
.486
587
Milwaukee
29 46
Toronto
28 48
568
w*srwNC«s«itt!si<i
Manliest Derision
W
L
Pot.
.776
x Utah
S9 17
.684
x-Houston
52
24
.487
Minnesota
37 39
J03
Dallas
23 S3
20 56
.263
Denver
.263
San Antonio
20 56
.154
Vancouver
12 66
recaV Division
52 24
684
x-Seattle
x LA Lakers
52 25
.675
x Portland
45 33
577
xPhoenix
37 39
.487
I.A Clippers
34 42
.447
Sacramento
31
45
.408
(".olden State
28 48
568
y-clinched division title
x clinched playoff berth

GB

5
16
19
34.5
37

455
145
15
165
275
295
37
38.5

8
IS
18
21
24

We.ua day's Games
Atlanta 116. Philadelphia 101
Charlotte 136, Boston 111
Utah 101,1. A Lakers 89
Chicago 86. Indiana 80
Thurseay'l Games
Orlando at Toronto, 7 p m
Chicago at New York. 7:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at New Jersey, 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at Miami, 7:30 p.m
Seattle at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Houston, 830 p.m.
Portland at San Antonio, 8:30 p.m.
Minnesota at L A Clippers, 10:30 p.m
Denver at Golden State, 10:30 p.m
Phoenix at Sacramento, 1030 p.m.
Friday's Games
Cleveland at Boston. 7 pm
Atlanta at Indiana. 7 p.m
New Jersey at Washington, 7:30 p.m
Charlotte at Detroit, 8 p.m
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, K .10 p.m.
Houston at Utah, 9 p.m
Phoenix at LA Lakers, 10.30 p.m
Golden State at Sacramento, 1O30 p.m.

AX Times EDT
EASTERN GONrtMNa.
Agantic Division
w I. T Pis GP CA
44 22 14 102 225 177
x-New Jersey
44 23 12 100 263 204
x Philadelphia
34 28 19 87 217 199
x-Florida
37 33 10 84 250 224
x-N.Y. Rangers
30 39 10 70 208 240
Tampa Bay
30 40 9
69 197 224
Washington
28 40 12 68 232 240
NY. Islanders
Northeast Division
W L T Pts GF GA
39 28 12 90 229 198
x-Huffalo
38 33 8
84 277 265
x-Pittsburgh
31 35 14 76 244 270
Montreal
31
38
11
73 220 249
Hartford
29 36 IS 73 222 232
Ottawa
Boston
25 45 9 59 226 290
WKIBIN COMF1 RfXI
Centra! Derision
W L T Pts GF GA
104 249 192
z Dallas
48 24 8
38 24 17 93 247 188
x Detroit
37
36
7
81
230 235
x Phoenix
34 35 11 79 228 237
St. Louis
32 35 13 77 211 205
Chicago
Toronto
29 43 8 66 225 267
Pacific Division
W 1. T Pts GF CA
48 23 9 105 273 200
z Colorado
34 33 13 81 237 229
x-Anaheim
36 35 8 80 243 233
x-Edmonton
33 40 7 73 246 265
Vancouver
32 39 9 73 210 228
Calgary

Los Angeles

26 42 11 63 205 261

27 45 8 62 207 270
San Jose
/■clinched division title
x-clinched playoff berth
TiMsday-s Garnet
Pittsburgh 3, Boston 1
New Jersey 2 Tampa Bay 2 tie
Detroit 3, Calgary 2, OT
Wednesday's Games
Ottawa 5, Hartford 4
Montreal 3, NY Islanders 1
Florida 4, New Jersey 2
St. Louis 1, ChicagoO
Dallas 3, Toronto 2
San Jose 4. Colorado 1
Detroit at Edmonton (n)
Phoenix at Vancouver (n)
Los Angeles at Anaheim (n)
Thursday's Games
Buffalo at Boston, 7:30 pm
NY Rangers at Philadelphia. 7.30 p.m
Montreal at Washington, 7:30 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Tampa Bay, 7:30 p.m
Toronto at St. Louis, 8.30 p.m
Friday's Gamrs
Hartford at NY. Islanders, 7:30 p.m
Tampa Bay at NY. Rangers, 7:30 p m
Boston at New Jersey, 7:30 p. m
Pittsburgh at Florida, 7:30 p.m.
Ottawa at Detroit. 7:30 pm
Calgary at Chicago, 8:30 p.m
Colorado at Dallas, 8 30 p.m
Phoenix at Filmonton, 9:30 p.m

MESA
Continued from page seven.
this because ... they knew I didn't
do that stuff," Mesa said after
the trial.
Mirla Mesa said her faith In
God kept her going, but she admitted it hadn't been easy.
"It's been difficult, I cannot
lie," she said of the trial's effect
on their marriage. "There's a lot
of people who do worse.... People
make mistakes and you have to
forgive."
After the verdicts were read,
"I just kissed him and that was
it," she said.
The first trial resulted from
complaints filed by two women.
A 26-year-old woman testified
that Mesa raped her by forcing
his hand into her jeans and
underpants during a ride to a suburban motel early on Dec 22.
Her friend, also 26, testified that
Mesa also fondled both women in
a room of the motel.
Mesa was charged with rape
under an Ohio law that expands
the definition to include penetration other than intercourse.
Judge Thomas Curran had told
the jury that It could consider the
lesser charge of gross sexual Imposition as an alternative to the
rape count. The jury of seven
women and five men deliberated
for about nine hours Wednesday
and Tuesday before reaching the
verdicts.
Mesa, 30, had faced up to 13
1/2 years in prison if convicted
on all charges. A citizen of the
Dominican Republic, he also
could have faced deportation
hearings if convicted of any of
them.
The judge earlier dropped a
felony assault charge.
The remaining charge against
Mesa was filed after police said
they found a handgun in Mesa's
vehicle when he was arrested

Dec. 27.
Mesa has not been with the
team since the trial began.
Indians general manager John
Hart issued a statement saying
the team was pleased with the
verdict.
"The Cleveland Indians organization has supported Jose Mesa
throughout this entire ordeal,"
Hart said. "We are now looking
forward to returning our attention to the playing field."
Christie Alomar, wife of Indians catcher Sandy Alomar, sat
In the courtroom holding hands
with Mesa's sister-in-law, Elsa
Mantilla. Both clapped and yelled
as the first Innocent verdict was
read. The judge asked both to
leave the courtroom.
"I didn't mean any disrespect
to the court, but I was just so
happy," said Mrs. Alomar after
court adjourned.
The jurors considered testimony from eight prosecution
witnesses. Messerman rested his
case Monday without calling
anyone to the stand.
"Most of the time before the
verdict is announced it Is very
scary. This time the verdict was
much less scary," Messerman
said. "I thought that the verdict
was going to be not guilty."
Assistant Prosecutor Frank
Gasper said he did not think Mesa's celebrity entered into the
jury's deliberations. He said
more evidence would have
helped the prosecution's case.
"The Initial investigation could
have been better," he said.
Mesa pitched for the Toronto
Blue Jays organization and the
Baltimore Orioles before joining
Cleveland in 1992 and emerging
as one of baseball's best relief
pitchers. He converted 46 of 48
save chances while leading the
Indians to their first AL pennant
since 1954.

^^

Swdof April 13*
1:00 p.m.

DOUBtCHCflDCR BOTH DAM
GflMCS AT STCIUIR fl€LD
COMC OUT RND SUPPORT THC FALCONS
Sot., April 12th fatam Tent opening
llfll at
11.30 p.m.
.

Better Ingredients, Better Pizza

12th Anniversary Sole!!!
2 for $12 for 12 days
2 Only 11 days left!!!

114
353-7272
826 S. Main
\

P1
Good from 4/9 - 4/2C
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372-6977

The BG Noat *.ll MM aaowiaaly arena advcniarmcBIa
ihaiilitvnmitulr.orrri.iiuraft divcnmirunnnagairrtrany
irviiviJualc* group iiairarbaaittrfrate.tea.vok*\crced.
religion, national origin, vrtual orientation, disability.
MW aa a veteran, or on the bam ol any other legally
protected uatut
The BG Newv reaeryei (he ngbi to decline, ditconnnue
or revive any edvertiirmeni inch at thrive found to be
defamatory, lacking in factual bam. misleading or falae
in nature All adtenivrmenu are tubarcl to editing and
appro* al
The BG Necvi.av a forum open lo the publK. rccofntaet
the irepoc.iriilii) of preventing all of Urn type of ad.erliving and therefore encmiragrv our readert to beware
Alvvayt be familiar »iili a btauneav before vending money
or pros uJing penonal credii information Pirate remember, if a cnur.1. tun good to be true, it probably ta
You can help uv by calling the adverming depanmrnt at
4lv»-t7r-2oOiwithyourcomplaimiand.ugfealainv We
act that you pleaac provide y our name. addrcaa. and phone
number along with your vpeofic comrnenia Wah your
help we can make The BG Newt a better publication

CAMPUS EVENTS

FREE Muse rjnighi
Thursday Ntght Musicians
Commons, a 30-€iprn
OuestK>ns7Cal 2-7164. sponsored by UAO
OIVE THE OhFT OF UFE...OIVE W.000
BGSUBlOOOMOeitt
APRL 7-10 FROM 1-7PM
APRl 11 FROM 11 AM-5PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF CCtMMONS)
HAWTAT FOR HUMANITY
Interregional Meeting
Morvlay.ApnMa.8O0pm.BA 103
Everyone is welcome! Come
learn about future activities
Mlacaogy-Leern how to make mated ertevk.
21 ft over-April 14 t> ■rewMer's a-npm.
ftO
llrvdayr21-Aprtll5©IA1003 7-4>pm.»7
Bureerable-Slgn-up before April 11 9 330
Union. Ctueetlone? Can 2-7le4,eponeored
by UAO
NEED COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS?
VOLUNTEER AT BGSU BLOOOMOBILE
APRI7-10FROM1-7PM
APRL 11 FROM 11AM-5PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
Tie Dye - SibeN Kids Weekend
Aprs 12, i -3pm Union Man
FREE II If you bnng your ranrn shirt
or only $3 (Bursarable)
Ouestions?Cal 2-7164, sponsored by UAO

BrayondBG..
KNOT
lonrg Away

AMA'AMA'AMA'AMA'AMA
American MarltetinQ AssoctSBOn
SociaJ Nnjltl @ BW3I
Friday. Apnl 1 l
eS307:30pttl
AMA'AaU-AalA'AMA'AHA

Announcing tat 3rd Annual

orn

AIDS CUT

FREE Mbyte omghtThe Secret Garden
Young gin who goes lo sve at a run down Victorian estate finds an abandoned garden, A
devotes herself to It. She eventually changes
the lives of everyone hvmg at the estate
Gish Film Theater. 9pm
Ouesnons?Cal 2-7164. sponsored by UAO

All itudanla are invated to get
haircuts from sorne of Bowling Green's
Anest stylists tor only

ts.ro

UAO Spring Break UAO
Hey Spring Breakers' Come pack
up your security deposits in
330 Ijn'verttty Union They
will be available tor pick up
April 14 28 Thank youl
UAO Spring Break UAO
Whits Waler Rafting *> North American River
Runners HKo. Wesl Virginia. April 26-27.
$95-burse/able Includes camping overnight &
5 hours ot white waler rafting with a meal Sign
up in the UAO office 330 Union For more into
cal 2-7164. sponsored by UAO.

SERVICES OFFERED

•600 m Pna-ee »300 t st Prtrei
UndergradArtConteel Work due Apr. 14 Ask
at the Library or m2achar@bgnet lor more information

2-3 fc-VF summer tubieaier tor furnished apt
A-C, km rani, utilitt-aa included, cloee to cam
pus. Qean. Call3S4 6087
Ananson
Sum mar tubJaaaar needed
on 2nd and High St
Rant Negotiable
Call Katy or Andrea

3 good looking raln-sbse bechetors looking tor 3
attractive outgoing, morally casual women to
accompany us to a fraternity formal in Windsor
Canada Cal 372-1946 if rmeres led

Beginners Tsa Cr» lessons
AprH Zl tiru June 12
•32-0164 or 632-0268

Need Gradijaaop T.cketal
VV-li Haggle lor Pnoa
Contact Beth at
353- 221S
Needed subteaser tor 9708 tchool yr to live
wtm2otf*arg|rla Call Jaaaica 354 4197
SuWeaaer needed Summer V7,
F all U7. or both. Own badroom
A doee to campus
Call 353 0485

EUROPE 1229
Within USA $79-$129
Can be Aanico «229 r/t
Cheap Fares Worldvud."!
hup vrwww airhitch org
AIRHITCH »1 600 326 2009

Subteaser (s) needed tor summer
Green Aptt. Rent 1320. Call 353-2281

High Rope Adventure Course
Sunday Apnl 13.12-6 00pm
»28 transpo ration
included Our sambas
Sign up m the UAO office
Questions call 2-2343
PH MU ' PHI MU • PHI MU
Phi Mu would like lo congratulate Melissa
Monmer on her recant pearling 10 Andy Watren. Congratulations II
PM MU • PHI MU • PHI MU
Rafting RAPID FUNi
EaOting Spring ome railing in WV. New and
Gatrley Rivera. STUDENTS SAVE t. Sooals
and Refreets. Spring specials.
Cell Mary 1-800-419-1442 tor Info.

Village

CongrauiaiKXiB Amanda 9«anga*on bamg
alactad U8Q Senator, W*T» ao proud of you!

Baby enter needed
20 hr week/summer mornings.
372-0479 or 354-2954

Summer sob-easef» needed. Fox Run Apta.
Cal Angia 352-0581

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
Tnmdown Fitness, coed camp located in tie
Catskill Mountains of NY. All Sports. Water-ski-

Summer subieasers needed ASAP. Call Amy
353-7905 or Jodkl at 353-3055.

ing. Canoeing, Ropes. Lifeguards. Crafts.
Dance, Aerobics, Nutrition. Kitchen, Office.
120 positions. Cal Camp Shane. (800)
292 2287.

SUMMER SUBLEASERS needed.
Huge house near campus.
Call 352-9777.
Summer tubieaeer needed Own room.
Call Lynn 354-1391
Work on Put-In Bay for the aummer. Earn
17000/ or more working m the holiest little resort on the North Coast Insurance require* at
least 25 yr* old. Housing avail. Cal 11 am ■
» Spm MonyWed/Fri 1 -888-373-8181

HELP WANTED

ACulAbova
Carousel
Whan: Mon. April 14th Where: Amam Room
Event starts al 4pm Gal Kara Early
sponsored by Golden Kay
All proceeds to benefit David's House
an AIDS hospice

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests Conlrdennal ft Canng
354 4873 BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVING CLASSES IN BOWLING GREEN
STARTING APRL STH Student ft Group die
counts. Visa. MrC accepted SKYDIVE BG
3525200

ATTEMTlONH ATTEKTK3NM
BGSUBLOOOMOBIIE
APRl 7-10 FROM I-7PM
APRIL 11 FROM 11AM 5PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
Charity K.c« OH
Win lots olpn/as in
rafte by Kicking soccer
baa In the goal
Apnl 14, 1997 1 3pm
outside, between Student Services
and rtjasscher
$i 00 donation lopamopate
Any rajestions call 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO
All proceeds go to chanty
FANNIE LOVE HAMER: THIS LITTLE LIGHT
A DRAMATIC PORTRAYAL
CONCEIVED. WRITTEN.» PERFORMED
BY
DR BILE JEAN YOUNG
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
University Union
Monday. April 14.1997
7:30pm

PERSONALS

Junction

NOW HIRING FOR SUMMER & FALL
PART-TIME
LESS THAN 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
16 00 PE R HOUR TO START
FLEXIBLE HOURS

TONITE AT BREWSTERS
LATHES NIGHT
Hortadby
THE MIDNIGHT MARAUDERS
Di*co Jockeys

For additional m tormaoon
please call
(419,354-8802
.'■•Summer Help Wanted IT
BGSU Dining Service* is seeking BGSU student* Only' to work during the summer. Employment ava-lable May 12 through August 9,
1997. To Apply Pick up an application a! the
dining center ol your choice or Student Employment (315 Saddlemire Student Services
Building). "High School Students 18 years and
older may also apply by calling Barbara Ensman at372 7936

Saturday 10 pm
Oroboroa

KKG " KKG

-

KKG ' KKG ■ KKG ' KKG

Good Luck on her Graduate EaamsAllleon
OHarel We Love Youl
-

KKG

Now Wring Cooks and Wait Staff
Apply between 2-4 pm
Campus Pol rye yea
PHI MU- PHI MU - PHI MU
Congratulations to our new initiates1
We Love Youl
PHI MU- PHI MU " PHI MU

2 - 4 eubieaeers needed (Or aummer A or next
yew. House doae to campus in great condi
ton. Call Kelly or £nn 353-3245
2 aubjeaaera needed lor the aummer • etartmg
mMey 2 bdrm apt very doee to campus.
aMefrrrtCMiegoDabte Call 354-4303
2 aubleaaera needed. Summer 1997. House
doee to campus Cheap rent. Cal Neti at
352-8827

Siba-N-Kida Weekend
April 12,

llJkM - 1»M

in the Faculty Lounge
(2nd Floor of Union)

Only $2-Bursarable
j\ny questions call 2-7164

•V•^i•^£r■y•^v'V"y^*r*•*•^^

^Summer employment
Home City Ice

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

Mr. Spore is now hiring. End ol semester,
summer, * tail help needed. Ful and pan ame
rood prep end rjelrirery poeisone avertable ApplylnpaVnirjnl>Ae2-7
Needed: Bebyeller tor 2 yr ok) boy an my BG
home. Mon.. Weds.. A Fn.'s. 730am 5 30pm
Cell 3M-tg<7 oner apnv
RrraponsiW. exp. person needed tor diaVJ care
during summer tor 3 ohtdren In BG. Part-time
daytime hours Must have own transportation
Rotoronces required 352-1045.
Spring. Summer 4 Fell help newer) Para
chute pecking. Training provided Must be dependeble. EioOng fob, good income. For more
into cell SKYDIVE B G 352 5200

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positions1 Coed surrvner camp. Pooono
lu^S .PA Gciodsalary/t>oai(906)689-3339
Daycare Administrator
12 t hours of early childhood development A
psychology couraework required. Background
in early childhood preferred Submit resumes
l7S50Eu*erRd.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

RE/MAX Team
Advantage

OI

Line up summer/fail jobs
Apply at Casey's
An 025 N. Main, BG

THE

YOUR

POUNTIAL
SPECIES

(illi^dul

MANAGER TRAINEE INTERNSHIP
Roadway Express in Archbold. Ohio is looking
tor a student for summer and fall semesters.
Positions involves dispatching, supervising,
convnun-canon, computer functions and customer relations. Positions pays $6 00/hr. flexible, afternoon start. Interested students cal
Rn* at 800-472-6749 or Fax Resume to
419-446-7442.

Work lor pUqj wherever you want,
wkenever uou want, with a M«r
or I '

notebook computer from

tne i-omputer Larruout.

Rentals |rom$35/ week

Sunday's 9:30 and 11
Come and stay awhile.

Babysitter needed in my home tor 5 yr and 1 yr
old. May thru Aug. various day Drue hours.
Wed.-Fn Call 353 6086 Ref Req'd

REALIZE

Lifeguards A Assistant Manager
Crjrofication required. Send letter of interest A
resume to 11720 Sugar Ridge Rd.BG

•'Travel down south, work your butt off and get
paid for it. Earn $2200 per month. Call
t 800 289-3848.

THEOsKlialFACTORY
phone: 354-2110
htt B://WWW. answEriactary.c3in
rtalily.108 S.Main. Downtown

don t believe
everything
you feel.

First United
Methodist Church

■

I

. .

1506 East Woosler, Bowling Green
419-35aO«82
hIt p ://vv\v\v. sn vo o t g

35 3-1977 * 800-669-1977

This sprawling brick ranch is nestled on a third
acre, mature treed lot located within easy walking
distance to BGSU campus. The enormous 32x25
family/billiard room with fireplace is ideal for any
size gathering. 4 bedrooms, 2 full baths, 2
fireplaces-many many updates. This home is an
excellent value at $157,000. Custom built by the
quality builder, Chuck Jones. For more
information call Ed at 352-1977.

vvvvvv.wcnt't.org/remaxtcani/
wwwJistinglinkr/Com
www.realtor.com

BECKLEY CARDY
GROUP
EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL

Home City
Ice Company

Pleas. Call 1-600-388 CAMP Ask br Dan or
t*gol

Counselors, cook, naturalists needed at co-ed
summer camp near Ann Arbor, Ml. Cal
313-878-6628 for more info.

" aaening A UtsceIUr*eou* Work
al rental units starting 5-12 for 2 weeks
Call 353-0325 or inquire at 318 E. Merry St. #3

le>yc1ftj>4»U,fie;
'cintMi

1?%

Crafts.

Camp Staff
Resident camp for youth with *abetes Work
ore or two weeks. July 3i - August 23. Specialists and general staff positions. Cal CODA at
814-488-7124 or 800-422-7848

We're
Always
Expecting
Visitors

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For into caH 301-429-1328

WANTED

INTRAMURAL PRACTCUM OPPORTUNI
Ta=S: APPLICATIONS FOR SMO AND REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR FALL SEMESTER 1997. PICK UP APPLICATION
IN130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE DEADLINE IS
APRL 11.1997.

KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG • KKG

Scavenger Hunt
Sal. April 12.3pm
Meet in front of Union
Prizes awarded to SabsN Kids who
finish the hunll
•FREEQuestions' Call 2-7164. sponsored by UAO

The aialan of Pi Bata Phi would l*e lo congratulata Can Steward on har LavaJianng to PH
Sigma Kappa'i Dayon Ni**ot).vi

UAOSpnn0BmakUAO
Hay Spring Braatwra I Coma px*
up your aacunry Oepoaia m
330 Unrvaraity Union. They
wrfi be available lor ptefc up
AprU 14-28. Thanh youl
UAO Spring Break UAO

Mora man ttsl SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp counsrrion needed lor • prtvaie. reardential campin rhe rjaauiif J Pooono Mountains
ol Pennsylvania We are aOOking lor peopas
wnh a rledrfattton » children, a passion tor a
Held oraspartae, and a desire lo snare n Your
expertise could oe in any o' rhe toatoavrng
areas: Computers. Circus. Baaawbal, Mavgac.
VofleyOea, Tennis. Swsnmrng. Sailing. Fishing.
Water simng. Theatre. Dance. Video. Creative
Writing, (.si. Soccer. Cooking. Radio. Hook
Music. GoM. Rolkeblad.ng. Srtateooaroing.
Rocketry, Newspaper, Fine Arts, Creative

to:
MOLTEN CORPORATION
A WORLD CLASS SUPPLIER OF RUBBER
AND PLASTIC PARTS

StgK.p-SiflKap'SigK.p

Featured salons include:
The Solarium
Mane Styling Salon

ATTENTION ALL MAJORS Make 98,300 this
summerl Find out why PAG. IBM. and hundreds of others want students who have
worked in our program 96% of student using
our placement off.ee found career jobe last
year CaH 1-800- 289-3848

Summer subieasers needed, up to 4 people. 2
bdrma. turn, w/large deck, spiral sta.rcaie.2
car garaga.traeMayand Aug rent 352 2554

Seeking players 16 ft over tor USSSA Class
DrE men's Softball team lor Sunday nights ft
Tuesday nights at Carter Perk in Bowling
Green. OH. Also, tournaments on weekends in
northern Ohio. Contact Bob Miller directly m
Toledo al 474-1733 »35 it BG resident or $50
it npn resident
..^_^^_^^^
3kgK«p-5*gK»V-3*gK.p

Anyone interested In applying lor section editor
for the 19B7M Key Yeerbook should sup by
28 Weel Hal for an application Theee are pe«J
positions and reojure 5-10 hours per week
Sections available indude: Academic*. Campus Life. Senor*. Sports and Sales of Organization and Greek Pages Contact Toby or Ann
at 372-8088 tor more info Deadline tor appkea
Don* H Apnl 24
ASSEMBLERS. Exoalent income to assemble
products at home Into 1 •504-848-1700 DEPT
OH 6255

Summer subieasers needed, up to 2 paople, 3
bedroom, 2 atony duplex, doee to campus,
newly but*. $585/paraon for aummer. cal
2-3851 or 2-3062.

GREEK WEEK IS COMaNG"
Ask Your Rep For Details

200 Summer fobe left: NY. PA, MAINE
Teach/Summer Camps-swimming
(WSI/LGT), sailing. windsurfing, canoe, water
ski, tennis, arts/craft*, beeebal. basketball,
gymnastic*, outdoor educ . piano accompa
mst ArteneStreiaand1-S0O-44S-842B.
250 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
needed I Private, coed aummer camp in Pocono Mtns , NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Box
?34BG. Keniiworth. NJ07033 (908) 27^0908

354 0820

AAA1. NATIONAL DATING HOT-LMEII
l 900-464 7000 Ext 1129 $2.99/mm.
Sen, U (619)84^8434 18. llone
ATTaJuTON ALL STUDENTSIII Orarrts ft
sehrMerehaps eve liable trom sponeorelM No
pnpeyrnenle. evert It tttCeeh tor colleoettt. fVhrlriray. 1-aoo-24»-J436
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Is looking for 200 warehouse workers &
customer service or order entry workers!
We offer:
• Seasonal staff - $6.00 per hour
• Shift premium - $.30 per hour
• First, Second and Third Shifts make it easy
to fit in anybody's schedule
• Start as early as April & work thru October
• Take your finals knowing that you have a
seasonal position when you finish
• We will work with you to fit our company
needs into your personal needs

BECKLEY CARDY GROUPl
100 Paragon Parkway • Mansfield. OH 44903
Mike McKibben
ft BECKLEY
419-589-1805 ^V CARDY
Judy Peters
L J GROUP"
419-589-1415

E^^frrSchocl
»

If you .are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

American Heart
Association
FajrWig Heart

0

NEW
PARTMENT!

1997
424 Frazee Avenue
&

451 Frazee Avenue
3 large bedrooms, air
conditioning, dish washers,
microwaves & fireplaces.
Next to Columbia Courts

Grmibrinr, Inc.
224 E.Wooster

352-0717wmmmmtf

Thursday, April 10. 1997

The BG News

page twelve

THURSDAY
Bswfrij.Tiii-eViiiiJv'.iaRiii^
BROADCAST STATIONS

(D

NmX

Young and th* Restless [Bold s B

Q)
Q)

NewsX

Dayuma

Cosby

Blossom X Days of Our lives X

(V

MaorWeek Instructional Progranmaig

AH My Children I

Aa the World Turns X

Guiding Light (In Stereo) Oprah Winfrey X

NewsX

One Lite to Lrve X.

General Hospital X

Rosie O'Donnell X

NewsX

Another World X

Suneet Beach I

Baywatch (In Stereo) X

Montel Williams X

Sewing

Creatures

Sandiago

Bill Nye

Wishbone

|NewsX
Barney

NewsX

CBS News

Fortune

Jeopardy

Diagnosis Murder X

News ii

ABC Nam

Entertain

Hard Copy

High Incident (in Stereo) Vital Signs (in Stereo) I Peter Jennings

News

NBC Nan Cops 1

Real TV T

Friends X

Suddenly

Oceanus

Business

Or.Rrbaau

Bed Green

Seinfeld X | Fired Up X. EH "Tribes" (In Slereo) X U'A'S'H IT Tonight Show (In Slereo)
Ruthven
Mystery! "Cadraer (H) X
Chain ROM (In Stereo) |Nawahour

Old House

Workshop

Mystery! Xadtael" (R) X

Keeping Up Served

Martin X

Single

New York Undercover X News

Coach X

Jerry Springer

Auto Show

News-Lehrec

Painting
Gourmet
Quilting
St Instruction Other Ways to Win
Sesame Street »
MagKBoa Sandiego
Wishbone Newe-Letirer
Arthur X
Creatures
ffi Sesame
Mega Han Gargoyles Bobby
Beetleborg Rangara
Quack
Bobby
Simpsons Home Imp. |Uad-You
MnWd 1 Home Imp
fp Dating Nawlywtd Copaland (Truth
Fhntstones Uaak
King Arthur Live at Five News
Bloomberg News
Bloomberg Ntws
CD Pud Prog Dinosaurs HovW:...') "Cyrano os8eroe,'»i:"( 1950. Drama) Quack
v v—7-nirn.-"»iT-"^ —Ti-Br.-T.r-r.'-'T n—.« —w
nhT-rwjrrraBnwrni
ii'-rn ■i:m-*i: M

CABLE STATIONS

■ i'inn ■>■ urn MBB

ii 'ii ii ^i" i s«. !i^i."m:r:ii?ni« Movie:...

'48 MRS' (19621 Nek Nolle.

Dream On iDaily Show Comic

TlckX

[Drag Racing
|Leeenaa of Hockey
Track and Field
Cheerteerjino,
NBA
[NBA
UpCloaa
ESPN Sporlscenter P
,
HBO :i1:4S)Ha*to:** '> "Syfwsrer"(19S5)|Movie: ... "Luc«-('M6) PG-I3I Movie: "MighryMorprin Power Rangers. The Movie" Movie: -Peimanen Recatf' (1968) X
SC

U»|of Laagua Baseball: Indians at Manners

SCIFI Ballava It-No!
USA MaiocDad |Clauda

Myster.es

Monsters

Dan Marino God Classic Sports) Writers on TV
Gallery
Beyond
Incredible Hulk

USAbve

USAlive

USALiva

Ful-Brm A oartiifTH, saM eoniuitmni. Available Mon. mroogri Sal. tor plumbing ahowroom.
SakM axp & m tan or design background helpful. Sand nauma by April 18 ID Th* KoNar
Bath House 125 E. Indiana Ava. Perryiburg,
OH 43551.
Gain aalaa experience naxi achool yaar. The
Kay Yearbook is tooking lor atudanta to saM
yearbook pages to campu* organization* and
Greeks. These are paid posiDons and students
will work 5-10 flexible hours a week. For more
information call Toby or Ann al 372-8066 or
slop by 28 West Hall tor an iipplicason
HAVE FUN IN THE SUNI
Sudan Painters is ourranBy hiring production
lot-man 8 painters for iha summer. Hard working, moovaied students are needed in Toledo.
Youngstown, AkiwvCanion. Weslem Cleveland Suburbs. Mentor. Geneve, Lima, Dayton,
Versailles. CNHicone. 8 Mkddtoown. Call
1-800-543-3792
Home City Ice Company is now hiring tor these
pon-ons Route Dnvers. Production Stackers,
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan Call tor details al
1-600-8994070.
Life guard needed May - Aug. hrs 12-8. Must
be certified. Please send resume to Green
Meadow Apis 214 Napoleon Rd. BG OH
43402

USALiva

USA live

[USA Live

Reetauranc Wait staff 6 kitchen help are warned. Call »72-O02O
Summer employment. Groundakeepers and
Patten - Wood County Board of MfVDD
needs five people to work full time temporary.
$650mr. 600am • 4:30pm. Monday - Friday.
High Scnoc- Diploma or equivalent and valid
Ohio Drivers Lioanae required. Position runs
May 12. 1907 through Augual 1. 1907. Application packets ava-abte at Wood Lane School.
Em. B. 11160E. GypeyLnRd. Bowling Green
between 600am - 430pm Application dead
line m April 16.1907.E0E.
Summer fobs C level and area: $500A*k. Cleveland area home improvement co. Hiring all positions, will tram atari aaap. Call (216)
602-3346.
SUMMER LIFEGUARD* 8 SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Cante*
Appkcasona available in SRC office
Apply NOW! For more Into call 2-7477
TEACH ENGLISH AiROAO*
How would you like to teach basic
convenusDonal English in Eastern
Europe? Learn about many rewarding
opportunities with great benefits'
Call Global Information Services:
1-208-971-3664 eit K55442

Mora and Lea Lavine

MAC Now

B ore Wo,-.at.

Sn Million Dollar Man

PGAGort The Masters-Firsthand :l .-.-

Teechtng job*, mare what we have at:
httpy/www NMCfangjobe.com Place your resume in our secure online data base a let over
300 acrtocea/dratneta find youl
The Garden Restaurant. Port Clinton. OH.
Lake Erie tourist community is hiring people tor
food service and kitchen Pleaae apply in per
son or by mad D 226 E Perry St . Port Clinton.
OH 43452 or ceil 419-732-2151.
The Village of Bradner ta accepting applicaDons for a pool manager and lifeguards for tie
Village Pool Applications may be obtained
from the Village Clerk. 130 N Mam St.. Brad
ner. OH, Ph. 288-2180.
Tony Packo'e Cafe
S827 Monroe St.
Now hiring friendly, energetic people for all po
arrjona Must be available weekends Apply
brw 2-ap.m. Short distance Irom BG
418JMS-4500.

Pick up applications @ Room 330 Union.
UAO office
Applications due by 5 pm April 10.

Tonite
Twil. Zone

Creak s Chase Hi

41 Hours (In Stereo) X

fern

j.-Ti;"rri'-7i:-i.r,«i^ Newt

IMovia:... "<«HFIS'(l9e2)Nii»No«e

1 Bellamy

NHL Hockey Teams to Be Announced. (Live) X

leevte:«.%"DaysryThuno»r*(l9M)TomCruise. [Countdown Movie:..'i -Hrcccnei"(l99i|R'X
Forever Knight X

Sa-FiBuiil'n Space

Quantum Leap X

Seeqjest

PGA God The Masters - First Round (R)

Macintosh PowerBook 520 12 Mb RAM. 240
Mb Hard Drive, 2 benenea. buat-ln 19 2
modem. AC Adapter/Charger. 16 grays Some
software included Only $7501 Contact Chns 9
353-0418 or 372-2354 or e mail malang
aejpopie bgsu edu for more into.

FOR RENT
■97-98 school year 2 bdrni. fum apis 705 7th
St * 724 8th St 1500/mo. indud FREE heal,
water sewer, gas 8 HBO Call 354 09M

• 97-98' S/T\*
318 E Merry t500/mo
1 -4sudenta*9mo.leaae
326 Leroy *35CVmo
309 1/2 E. Merry rooma $l90/mo
146 S College erf t230V mo

Cell 353-0325
" Summer Rentals * Close to Campus

353-0325

12 month leases starting May 1997:
408ECourt«B 1 BR Duplex 1 person
$340. ua
424 1/2 S. Summtt-Effic -1 person
$220 • Elec.
Graduate Student 1 «>3Br apta .
Avail, in August
Steve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 6pm)
2 bdrm House available Aug 1. 1997. 12 mo.
leaae required. Eicellenl condition Close to
BGSU. Cell 886-4661

2-4 aubleaaers wanted May Aug 2 bedrooms.
reasonable rent Cell 352-3291.

2 aubleaaers needed lor summer - own house.
very, very doee to campua (4 houses from
Wooster) $150/mo Call Brian 0 352-3334

has arrived...

3 bedroom House. 420 S College
$675. uiils . 12mo. kee.ee starting
in May Steve Smith 352-8917
403 llgn St Apl. A BG. 1 bedroom t320Tno
Avail May. Call Khnsta 9 353-2066.
456 S. Mam 3 bedroom. 1 be., avail May 1st.
»765 4 uOH 353-2901
605 5th St Apt C, 1350 per/mo . US.,
2 bdrme. Cal Steve © 352 8917 or
353-0322 (Maria or Beth).
612 3RD at. Brand new 3 bdrm house.
' S795/mo. 1 bath plenty of storage, new carpet
- high effloeny furnace - new atove ft refrvdgeraty washer/dryer coin operated Small fenced
in back yard. No pets allowed • Avail immediataly Cal 419-474-5344.
AVAILABLE SUMMER ft
FALL
Stop in for a brochure 9 319 E .Wooster or call
John Newtove Real Estate Rental Office
0354-2280.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800 THIRD ST.
Excellent 1 BR unit. Specious.
well furnished, air conditioned
Currently leasing tor Summer 1997 ft
1997-98 Both 12 monii ft achool year
leeaee available

Call 352-4966

GMAT

ast

Chance
June 21,1997
The Computer Test I* coming!

Don't miss your last chance
ever to tale the GMAT

on paper!

VISIT OUR NEW STORE
445 E. Wooiter
(Al the railroad tracks)
Mon Sat II 9
Sunday 12-6
352-3306

n=

Scores are good
for 5 years!

<«

Piercing & Tatooing
in the Bank Vault!

Call today to enroll.
KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

1-800-377-1924
llouliiiiiiirmi

|Wlnga X

WlngaX

Gred. Students. 2 Dorm apt.. Great location, 2
car garage, limit 2 people. Cell 3531731

249 Manvitle 2 Br House unfurn $585/mo <
utjl No pets Call 354-9740. Avail. July 1st.

2 male sublease's needed for Fall 97 Spr 98 to
share a room in Fnazee Apta $i9S/mo each •
elec. No smokers pleaae Ask tor Tim at
354^469

Living Canvas Tatoo

M.ini

ttaafsOrM"

Murder, She Wrote X

The Unique Boutique

VMIII

Without Pity: Abilities

Scaquest OSV i:

IMAGINE

I Hi

Baseball

Anaconde

Highlander: The Sanaa

2 bdrm. apt. 2 Oiks from campus A/C. Available May or Aug. other unite available Lind File
354-8206 Leave message

for more information and to schedule an
interview.

TickX

Sporlscenter X

Quantum Leap 1

For experts only. 80 Z8 Camera
E xcei lent oondi tjon.
Call 363-8015

Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable,
professional, outgoing, goal oriented event
manager to execute promotions for university
sponsored marketing program.
'Excellent pay
*AII expense paid training conference in
Philadelphia
*For '97-'98 school year
•Nationwide program
Call Cynthia at

Daily Show [Comic

Baseball

Darks'ile

2 bdrm turn, apta 704StiSt Avail Aug 9 or 12
mo. lease 352-3445.

Student Marketing Manager

1 Dream On

Wings X

Crate guitar cabinet. (4) 12" speakers Brand
new, never used t350or ttes: ofer 353 7335

Cell 373 6089

Star Trek

Kanf

2 bdrm unfum, heat A air included. 12 mo
leaae, quiet bkjg, avail May 1 Aug 352 3445

Futon wirh foam cover A frame.
«7S.

Collectible

Married...

NBA Action |MAC Now

Brand new wedding nng aet. Women's 1 caret
diamond wnh band A men's diamond band.
MUST SELL! Cell Kelly 372 7299

Sign up for an interview when you drop off your application.
Interviews to be held April 15th
Any Qs, call 372-2343

Roaasma

News(R)

Mora and Lea Lavine

APARTMENTS

For sale: 1987 Toyota Cekca Good condition
372-8808

[Charlie Row (In Stereo)

Star Trek: Next Gener.
[Fresh Pr.

Late Show

Hotoraporta Hour (R)

1 bdrm rum. apt $350/mo « uol
(419)669-3036

Baas gurtar for sale Good shape Beat offer.
Cell Van 352-5803

NigbtJinel Politically

This Weak in NASCAR

FOR SALE

1900 Ford Thunderbird New Urea, ceded.
excellent condition 13400 372 5554

Masters

Keeneland [Thor bred

AC. turn, located ©> 300eaat block Merry

'91 Eagle Summit
89.000 m . CD. orig owner
good condition (2700 352-5371.

News X
News »

Racing

Wanted 87 Students loae 8 to 100 Iba. New
metabolism breakthrough Dr. recommended.
Guaranteed $30 coat. Free Gift.
I 800-435-7591

Director Applications for 97/98
4 positions available:
• Mini Courses •
• Service •
• USG Representative •
•Contemporary Issues*

|Kent

Sporlscenter

•Money (In Stereo) I

4&&B65 $ &tMfcty&
<H» cAe*fapfM!* «*€•. Ire,

House lor Rent. 3 Bdrme.
Spacious. Washer/dryer Ask for
N*ki or Carrie On corner ol E Merry
ft North Summit 353-7091

Houses/ 1 ft 2 bdrm turn, aprs year. 9 mo.. A
summer leases 352-7454
Large 2 B.R. fum/unfum 1 1/2 bath. Close to
campus Oft street parking, on ate laundry fa
akOea. Ful uae of Cherrywood Health Spa
352-9378
M sublease/ needed immediately 5/97 8/97.
4th St ft S. College. S212 50/mo • approi.
S20 elec/cable. Call Brendan 93531355 or
353-5282
Now accepting Rental ApHicaoons for Fall And
Summer leases Cat 354-8800
One A Two bdrm apta. available. University
Courts ft University Village located at Ckxjgh
and Mercer Cal 352-0164.
Subsseeer needed beginning April 1M
House 2 blka from campua Own bedrm $170
mo neg Call Joe 352-0387 days. 352-9091
eves
Subleaeere needed immediately tor eummer.
Lame 2 bdrm apl unfurnished, dose to campua. pets welcomed, pool A dub house. Rent
best otter 352-9409.
Summer subfceaaer needed, fumiehed apt.. Fos
Run, Md May to Aug Cell 352-9172

Highland
Management
Graduate
Rentals
We'll take

care of you

Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments).

Great
Amenities:

A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

6 sifcs to
choose
from:

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm
Summit Hill
O01 Today!
354-6036
130 East Washington St.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS

It Makes Good Cents
To Donate Plasma
PLASMA IS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
Save Lives and Earn MoneyL

EARN CASH WIT
EACH DONATION
• Receive a free annual physical
• Receive a free HIV testing
Leave knowing that vour
donation made a difference.

[ HELP SAVE A LIFE TODAY!

Scribes & Scribblers in Middlcburg Heights is looking for
applicants to staff a Summer Camp program for children in
Grades 1-7. Program runs Monday thru Friday, June 16thAugust 22nd.
Program includes weekly themes, field trips, arts and crafts,
sports, swimming, award assemblies, talent show and much
more! Applicants will be considered who have the following
qualifications:
•Able to work 30-40 hrs/week for entire 10 week program
•Good swimmer-Lifeguard or W.S.I, a plus
•Group experience in a recreational selling such as,
coaching, camp counselor or scouting
•El/Phys Ed. or Sports Mgmt. majors a plus
•Energetic, creauve individuals who like the outdoors and enjoy
children
CALL NOW FOR IM FRVIKV. (216) M4 KIDS Monday-Friday fAM-tPM

To become a successful, diversified

5-4 LBS
REPRESFHTA TIVES

global marketer of advanced technology manufacturing equipment, we
have relied on the expertise and loyalty of our professionals

New Apartments for Fan 1907
1 bdrm.. 710 N. Enterprise Rent starts
at $375/mo * utilities

Management Inc.
HHtsdale Apt. Large studios high
vaulted ceilings, unique floor
plans and carports. 12 month
lease starts at $350

Management Inc.
Huge 1 bdrme, 21S E. Po* Rd.
Laundry on site, lots of parking Starts
at $340/month <elec

As the

leader in our industry, we're dnven to continuously increase our market
share

Due to continued growth and internal promotion, we have the

following opportunities available in our Solon, Ohio offices
These positions require the "Best of the Best" of the graduating class
have a strong work ethic and communication skills

350 W. Woodruff Avenue • Toledo, OH 43624

New New New New New

GRADUATING CLASS

A highly motivated, dynamic individual who strives for perfection

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS

Management Inc.
353-5800

Must

These positions

have a base salary of $25,000 - $28,000 plus bonuses, benefits and
401K plan

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apts , 215 E. Post Rd., Starts
at $230. All utilities Included. Half the
security deposit holds It now.

Actual earning potential up to $40,000 the first year

To apply, please send your resume to Stopol, Inc , Human Resources,
P O Box 391437. Solon. OH 44139

Managemert Inc.

255-6772

MfiTTTiT

Donating is completely sterile & safe

Mi t'iiNFHH RFRVIHFB

830 Fourth St The Willow House
as now leasing for next year 1 bdrm,
gas heat. Arc, starting at $340/monlh
For a complete Hat (top by our
off lee, 1045 N. Main, or call
353-5800
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